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Introduction
This thesis is an attempt to answer the following question: How can the Internet be used
to win political campaigns?
Most political campaigns use the Internet, with email lists and web sites, but there
appears to be little understanding of the value this provides. This is not to say that the
Internet cannot provide value to a political campaign - it just does not appear to be well
defined.
The Internet is an evolving medium, although it is not unreasonable to say that the
evolution of the use of the Internet by political campaigns has been somewhat slower
than the use of the Internet for commercial organisations. As a genuinely new medium,
there is very little literature describing either success stories, or the strategy required to
succeed online. This thesis attempts to provide ecampaign methodology, within the
framework of the New Zealand political environment and this evolving and innovative
medium.
The current focus of Internet use in electronic campaigns is technology driven, rather
than strategy driven. The approach seems to be use the technology rather than develop a
clear strategy on how to win campaigns using the technology.
Currently literature is mostly a mixture of guides on how to use the technology, or a
commentary on what campaigns are doing online. This is why this thesis attempts to
answer the question outlined above. The dearth of strategic literature has driven the
author to draw on previous experience of successfully commercial Internet projects, live
case studies and observation of various ecampaigns to develop methodology to allow
online political campaigns to succeed.
This lack of high quality examples and literature is especially the case in the following
areas: targeting the swing voter, campaigning outside of the actual election campaign,
targeting Diaspora, and using party members to control the campaign s topics of public
debate.
To attempt to demonstrate some of the suggested methodology in practice, two major
case studies have been created around live New Zealand cases: The National Party
Ecampaigri, and the Independent Pipfruit Growers Association campaign against ENZA s
pipfruit monopoly.
The results have been mixed, with the Independent Pipfruit Growers Association
campaign resulting in the successful abolition of the export monopoly in April 2001. The
National Party has been slowly adopting suggestions. As a consequence the results of
their campaign have not been as positive.
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Chapter One
Framework
To provide context for this thesis, this chapter defines some of the framework around
both the Internet and the political situation in New Zealand. Firstly it answers the
question What is the Internet?

What is the Internet?
The Internet is a mass communications medium. It comprises a number of different
elements, the most important being web sites and email, the former relying on people to
come to it, and the later allowing information to be pushed out to the target audience.
This description is of little real value without an understanding of the actual benefit of the
Internet to campaigners.
The real benefit of the Internet is the exceptionally low cost of communication. Use of
email pennits very cheap marginal cost, direct communications with large audiences of
stakeholders.
While the cost of publishing information to a web site is of real benefit to online
campaigners, the web does not have as much strategic value as email, as it is more
difficult to target people directly using the web than by using email.

Why Email is More Important than the Web
A web site succeeds only if it pulls visitors to it. Visitors only visit a site if there is a
reason for them to do so, and after that they will often not return even if there is a reason
for doing so. To regularly communicate with constituents, any serious ecampaign needs
to push information out, which is achieved by building and using email lists.
The logic behind this is simple - people are much more likely to read email that appears
in their in box when they check their mail than they are to repeatedly visit a web site.
The effort required to read an email message requires no break in daily routine, whereas
to visit a web site requires a substantial break in routine. Without the use of email lists it
is unlikely that any Internet campaign will be a success.
Consider a tag on a search engine

Implications for Political Campaigns
The most important implication of the Internet to political campaigns is that it allows
them to communicate cheaply to a range of audiences, both small and large. This allows
campaigns to consistently communicate with stakeholders, increasing both the number
and frequency of contacts. The Independent Pipfruit Growers Association case study in
Chapter 7 discusses this in some detail.
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Further, the ability to communicate directly with stakeholders, means that the news media
do not have the opportunity to filter, alter or change the message sent out.
Opportunities That Very Cheap Contact Offers

Very cheap contact offers a series of major opportunities, each of which combine to
provide exceptional value to a campaign. These include:
1.

11.

111.

The ability to campaign perpetually. Using both email lists and web sites,
campaigns can run even outside of strategically important times such as elections
or key decision times in issues-based campaigns. Most campaigns now have web
sites and email lists that function outside the immediate election cycle.
The ability to communicate directly and frequently with members, getting them to
talk about issues that will win campaigns, with appropriate sound bites. This is
discussed in more depth in Chapters 6, 7, and 8
The ability to use supporters knowledge to target the ambivalent, non-supporter
or swing voter or Diaspora. This is also discussed in Chapters 6, 7 and 8.

The Ecampaign Environment

The ecampaign environment is, like the Internet itself, evolving. Its evolution has been
rather slow, with a real lack of both literature on how the Internet can help wm
campaigns (Chapter 3 discusses this in some detail), and actual success stories.
This is compounded by the difficulty in measuring the success of ecampaigns. Success of
any campaign may be attributable to a variety of factors, mediums and events, of which
the Internet is one part, and often a minor part. The long election cycle for political
parties, and the fact that for many parties winning is not everything means measuring
success is difficult.
The New Zealand Environment

The New Zealand environment is characterised by the following:
Very low level of expenditure on political campaigns; 1 Official figures suggest the
National and Labour parties combined spent approximately $5,000,000 on the 1999
election, though with some extra expenditure hidden.
Small populations involved in issues: Chapter 7 deals with a campaign in the pipfruit
industry, with there being less than 2000 orchardists involved in the entire campaign;.
This thesis is New Zealand oriented because it was possible to actively participate in live
campaigns in New Zealand.

1
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Chapter Two
Research Methodology
The aim of this thesis is to answer the question outlined in the introduction. To achieve
this aim, research embraced four overlapping areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A Literature Review
Observation and Evaluation ofEcampaigns
Participation in and Observation oflive Ecampaigns
Attempt to define Ecampaign Best Practice

Ecampaigning is evolving and may be likened to a genuinely new product or product
category entering the market. The major problem faced while researching for this thesis,
was how to research the creation of an entirely new product, the Ecampaign. Central to
solving this problem was the devising of a research method that allowed for the
development and observation of an Ecampaign. Subsidiary to the major problem
identified above, but arguably equally importantly, was the problem of how to go about
discovering the components of an effective Ecampaign.
This problem had several parts, probably the most important one being the fact that there
were few formal precedents for successful Ecampaigns that could be readily obtained.
Literature available was limited in scope and treatment of the Internet as a distinct
campaign medium generally lacked credibility, being written in an ad hoc manner and
almost always not peer reviewed. While Internet campaigning enjoyed wide spread
publicity, the hype around it was not recognised until 2001, with most literature by then
assuming a level of success to be inherent in any Internet campaign.
This problem was compounded by fact that the Ecampaign developed in an ad hoc
manner, driven by a multitude of individuals who had no particular interest in the theory
behind the medium, often being more concerned with making money from it, usually by
selling consulting or development to technically illiterate political organisations. This
lead to the development of a number of different campaigns, each with strengths and
weaknesses, but few embracing a 'total' concept approach similar to the Best Practice
Ecampaign described in Chapter 8.
While large numbers of Ecampaigns have been conducted, none were being developed to
the level of sophistication desired for the outcomes of this research. The Literature review
in Chapter 2 discusses the lack of literature in a variety of areas, including targeting the
swing voter, targeting Diaspora, actually winning campaigns using the Internet and
effective use of party members and supporters.
To overcome these problems in an effective and sensible manner, it was necessary to
actively paiiicipate in live Ecampaigns, developing them in accordance with a carefully
devised plan. Considerable discussion of each of these Ecampaigns appears in chapters 6
and 7.
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The research problems faced were overcome by using a 'Participative Observatory
Research' approach~ In seeking the information necessary to provide a basis for this
thesis, the author was compelled to actively participate in the research, for reasons
described above.
Key to the success of this research, was the use of a wide range of examples, described in
Chapters 4 through 8. Most examples were only observed. These cases were
opportunistically sampled, being both high profile and in New Zealand. The nature of the
research being based around the development of a new product, opportunistic sampling
was the most appropriate method of selecting the cases. It is only with considerable
difficulty that the author can envisage any other sampling method work in this particular
area.
Opportunistic sampling included beginning two other live projects dealing with online
fundraising. The two cases embarked upon were those of Alan Duffs Books in Homes
and Samuel Marsden Collegiate. Both these were aborted due to problems with obtaining
buy-in from key participants from both organisations and the collapse of Books in
Homes.
The research method required careful observation of results. This relied on the observer
being dispassionate about both campaigns and case studies, and taking an objective
perspective when measuring the success, or otherwise, of the Ecampaigns involved in the
study. To ensure that the author remained dispassionate, and obtained a detached
perspective, a comprehensive research diary was kept. 3 The maintenance of this system
of diaries allowed decisions to be made based on recorded results, rather than memory.
This type of research allowed for some of the problems faced when trying to research a
genuinely new product (the Ecampaign), to be overcome. By taking a stand in the market,
observing the markets reaction and other market offerings as they evolved, an
understanding of how the market accepted the product was gained. By listening to the
market, modifications were able to be made to the product to take advantage of the
market s suggestions. These modifications can be found in Chapter 8, Defining Best
Practice.
To define best practice, pure observatory research would have been inadequate, since to
define best practice required testing and refinement of proposed best practice
methodology in a live campaign, thereby adding credibility to this research. Current
Ecampaigns have tended to use the medium without appearing to understand it, or to
have clearly defined goals for the campaign. This c01mnent is supported by the analysis
in Chapters 3, 4 and 5, and the detail of Chapters 6, 7, 8.

2

Kidder, L.H., Research Methods in Social Relations, Holt-Sanders International, 1981.
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Chapter Three
Literature Review
As may be expected from any literature discussing a multimedia medium, like the
Internet, Ecampaigning literature comes from a variety of media, including email, web
sites, and CD Roms, as well as journals and books.
The literature on ecampaigning is limited in a various ways. It largely does not attempt to
answer major strategic questions. While there are a variety of sources claiming to
describe how to win a campaign using the Internet, they have been more an overview of
how to use the Internet to campaign, rather than an actual description of how to use the
Internet to win a campaign. This focus on technology, rather than on results, is something
that this thesis has attempted to avoid.
Further, there is almost nothing describing successful Ecampaigns, perhaps because there
have been so few successful Ecampaigns. Congruent with the lack of literature describing
successful Internet campaigns is the lack of strategic understanding of how to use the
Internet to successfully win a campaign. This probably links back to the poverty of
detailed strategic advice for those managing campaigns on how to use the Internet to win
campaigns.
Part of the reason for the lack of clarity on how to use the Internet to win campaigns is, it
appears, due to the lack of clarity in understanding what the Internet offers. No detailed
framework was found describing the Internet and its implications, such as appears in
Chapter 1. Lack of clarity is also derived from the lack of setting clear goals, beyond the
use of technology. The literature did not offer any suggestions for setting realistic goals
for ecampaigns; goals that would have helped provide a framework for campaigners.
Much of the available literature is online from a variety of web sites, many of which have
only a passing interest in political campaigning online, and are not peer reviewed. Many
of these articles are of very limited value, as they are merely the opinion of someone who
has not thought deeply about the Internet and its ability to alter results in campaigns.
Most have a Panglossian view of the Internet s ability to win elections, without a finn
basis in reality. The most telling factor is that there are very few Internet campaign
success stories - McCain s Fundraising in February 2001 4 and Jesse Ventura s Email to
supporters in 19985 are the only two publicised success stories.
All this suggests the hype surrounding the Internet has made it into political campaigning,
although this has been noted by a variety of authors, especially in 2001. Clift6 offers the
best analysis, in an article entitled Leave the Hype Behind, where he makes some
telling points about the lack of both successful e-democracy and campaign strategy.
Show me online strategies that help ~in an election or strengthen agendas in governance
and I 11 be impressed , he concludes.
4

Politics Online, vvww.politicsonline.com, 2000-2001
Marsden P, Notes Regarding Jesse Ventura s Internet Use In His 1998 Campaign for Minnesota
Governor, www.jesseventura.org, December 7, 1998
6
Clift S, Leave the h)pe behind, www.voxpolitics.com, May 29, 2001
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Paddy Ashdown, the British former Social Democrat Leader, suggests, The brief history
of the Internet has been a switchback ride between hype and realism . 7 This is something
further described in the Vax Politics Primer, 8 Surprisingly, the advanced Internet
penetration and technological awareness in the United States did not create a netelection . Instead, it saw politics caught in Internet hysteria, followed by disappointment,
as Internet-based campaigning did not seem to pay significant dividends. 9
Jesse Ventura s Web Master shows a great deal of restraint in describing the impact that
the Internet had on Ventura s election. In a twelve-point article on the campaign he
finishes with the following observations:

A.

The Internet is not about technology. It is about relationships.

B.
While it s true that we could not have won the election without the Internet, we
did not win the election because of the Internet. We won because our candidates,
campaign staff and volunteers engaged the voters in a number of meaningful ways.
Without the Internet, we would have lost the election. The same applies to all other
components of the campaign. Take away the debate inclusion, public campaign finance
money, campaign office, telephone team, good media relations, public policy research,
campaign leadership, quality candidates, a staff that worked well together, eager and
hard-working volunteers, etc., etc., etc., and we would have lost as well. 10
Winning Campaigns using the Internet
There are a variety of resources that attempt to describe how to win campaigns. Some
· 1u de w·mmng
· m
· th e1r· tit· 1e. 1112
even me
These resources have a technology focus, rather than a strategic political focus, offering
advice on how to use the Internet to campaign in a mechanistic manner. The lack of
strategy is reflected in several ways, including the lack of information on weighting of
campaign expenditure on the Internet.
Ireland 13 suggests that five per cent of a campaign budget should be spent on the net, but
do not justify this figure. This advice is dated, by suggesting retaining half Internet
budgets for web site redevelopment, where current best practice is to develop a site that is

7

Vox Politics Primer, How to use the Internet effectively, securely and legally in Election Campaigns!
April 2001
8
Vox Politics Primer, How to use the Internet effectively, securely and legally in Election Campaigns!
April 2001
9
Vox Politics Primer, How to use the Internet effectively, securely and legally in Election Campaigns!
April 2001
10
· Marsden P, Notes Regarding Jesse Ventura s Internet Use In His 1998 Campaign for Minnesota
Governor, www.jesseventura.org, December 7, 1998
11
Ireland E and Nash P, Winning Campaigns Online, Science Writers Press, Bethesda, 2000
12
Republican National Committee, WWW Winning in a Web World: 2000
13
Ireland E and Nash P, Winning Campaigns Online, Science Writers Press, Bethesda, 2000
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maintained internally. 14 They also concentrate on web sites, an area of limited value in
the authors opinion. The Democracy Online Project George Washington University 15
take a more measured approach, in suggesting spending between 1 and 5 per cent of
budget on the Internet, and discuss the need to balance Internet spending with other
proven campaign techniques.
Another area that suffers from a complete dearth of literature is that there is no
explanation of the relationship between those factors which create a successful campaign,
and the use of the Internet. None of the literature covered, either attributed a proportion
of success or failure of a campaign to the Internet, or described how the impact of the
Internet creating success in an unpopular campaign. Ashdown identifies the potential of
the Internet to help win tight races, 16 suggesting the right email list could be the
difference between successful and unsuccessful campaigns, but does not describe exactly
how this type of list will help win a tight contest.
A soon to be released book, entitled Viral Campaigning, may offer more strategic detail,
but at the time of concluding this review this book was unavailable, with a release date of
November 2001.
Identification of Specific Campaign Areas

Throughout the literature search, information was sought on how the Internet could help .
in significant strategic areas. Multiple searches for resources that undertook to answer the
following questions were undertaken:
How to use the Internet through the election cycle.
How to target supporters.
How to target swing voters.
How to target Diaspora.
How to get members on message , by getting the same messages with consistent
language into the wider community.
While there was some literature discussing the first two issues, 17 this was little that did so
in much depth or that was particularly useful. The last three questions were not answered
in any form, and from email contact 18 with Politics Online and Vox Politics, these issues
appear not to have been seriously considered.

14

Ireland E and Nash P, Winning Campaigns Online, Science Writers Press, Bethesda, 2000
Online Campaigning, A Primer Version 2, Online Democracy Project, George Washington University,
Spring 2000
16
Vox Politics Primer, How to use the Internet effectively, securely and legally in Election Campaigns~
April 2001
17
Ireland E and Nash P, Winning Campaigns Online, Science Writers Press, Bethesda, 2000
18
Lusk S, Ecampaign Research Diary, 2000-2001
15
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Technology Focus

Most literature had a clear technology focus, describing how technology could be used,
rather than what it could be used to achieve. This is probably best exemplified by the
continual focus on issues such as security, legal rules and the web site (as opposed to
email lists).
The author s previous thesis, 19 dealing with creating sales online, identified the
fascination with legal and technical issues as something that did not interest the customer
unduly. Similarly, in an effort to win an ecampaign the target audience is not going to be
particularly concerned with the legal or security issues involved. It also identified the
crucial need for high quality email contact, without which relationships with customers
could not be built. This led to comments about the relative importance of email as
opposed to the web site.
Masden, 20 who earned credibility through the success of the Jesse Ventura campaign in
1998, reinforces this point by describing a large number of non-technical success factors.
He makes two exceptionally telling points, both about technology.

1.
Webmaster Was A Web Site Rookie but Skilled Activist.
The wwwjesseventura.org web site was established in February 1998. While volunteer
webmaster Phil Masden had never done a web site before, he had been active in grassroots third party politics since Perot s 1992 petition drive, including numerous thirdparty leadership roles and candidate campaigns.
12. Observations
A. The Internet is not about technology. It is about relationships.
Mechanical Use of Internet Technology

Campaigning online requires an understanding of the technology, and how to use it
mechanically. As the author expected, the mechanical use of Internet technology is
described in depth in the literature reviewed, with it also being demonstrated again in
chapters 6, 7 and 8 of this thesis. The literature suggests a fairly standard approach to the
development of a campaign web site, with Ireland,21 Vox Politics Primer22 and Politics
Online23 adopting a similar approach. The lack of strategic understanding, however,
causes some problems. The authors previous thesis 24 identified this as a likely cause of
the failure of online campaigns, as sites are developed without a clear strategic aim.

19

Lusk S, Developing an Integrated Internet Presence, Massey University 1996
Marsden P, Notes Regarding Jesse Ventura s Internet Use In His 1998 Campaign for Minnesota
Governor, www.jesseventura.org, December 7, 1998
21
Ireland E and Nash P, Winning Campaigns Online, Science Writers Press, Bethesda, 2000
22
Vox Politics Primer, How to use the Internet effectively, securely and legally in Election Campaignsl
April 2001
23
Politics Online, 1vww.politicsonline.com, 2001-2002
24
Lusk S, Developing an Integrated Internet Presence, Massey University 1996
20
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All resources offer pragmatic suggestions about the mechanical use of email, but apart
from Vox Politics,25 they underrate its strategic importance. The Vox Politics Primer
describes Email as a Killer Application , and devotes sections to the use of email, but
does use it as strategically as outlined in Chapter 8.
Use of Interactive Technology

Some attention is given to the use of interactive technology, including bulletin boards,
.
. emai·11·1sts, chat rooms and the like. 26272829ch ange th'1s to one 1ootnote.
.c
There 1s
.
mteract1ve
not, however, any consideration of how this wins support or wins votes, or how this type
of technology actually gets people involved. The technology is simple, but getting people
who are initially uninterested to use it is usually very difficult.
The articles discussing hype surrounding Internet campaigning do not address the limited
participation of supporters or potential supporters in interactive technology used by
campaigns. This application, however, may well follow in due course.
Evaluating Ecampaign Effectiveness

Evaluation of literature reviewed usually takes the form of a review of web sites, with
some similar themes evaluated in most articles. The focus is usually the web site, and
little attention is given to evaluating the use of email. Dedicated resources include
Internet Campaign Solutions Candidate Report Cards, 30 The Online Democracy Projects
Top 9 Political Sites, and Vox Politics End of Term Internet Reports. 31
The focus on the web sites usually includes such features as design, interactivity, and
content. There is very limited discussion of the purpose of the web sites or overall
campaigning, and evaluations do not get beyond mechanics to analysis of strategy. None
of the evaluation criteria, or the philosophy of evaluation, are particularly important to
the development of best practice in Chapter 8.
Some evaluation was so completely lacking of understanding of the strategic aims of
ecampaigning that it deserves comment. The prime example is Suellentrop 32 describing
Maria Cantwell s 33 use oflistserv technology, which devotes considerable attention to the
technology. It does not, however, suggest how the technology would actually help win
the election.
25

Vox Politics Primer, How to use the Internet effectively, securely and legally in Election Campaigns:
April 2001
26
Ireland E and Nash P, Winning Campaigns Online, Science Writers Press, Bethesda, 2000,
27
Republican National Committee, WWW Winning in a Web World: 2000
28
Vox Politics Primer, How to use the Internet effectively, securely and legally in Election Campaigns:
April 2001
29
Online Campaigning, A Primer Version 2, Online Democracy Project, George Washington University,
Spring 2000
30
Internet Campaign Solutions, Candidate Report Cards: An Assessment of Campaign Web Sites, May
2000
31
Cain, P, End of Term Internet Reports: www.voxpolitics.com, May 31, 2001
32
Suellentrop, C, The Best Campaign on the Web, www.slate.com, June 7, 2000
33
Maria Cantwell, www.cannvell2000.com, 2000
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Political Parties Ecampaign Methodology
Political parties may have been expected to have clear, concise methodology on how to
strategically use the Internet to win political campaigns. Contacts within the National
Party of New Zealand suggest that they do not have any such methodology, and nor do
the Liberal Party of Australia, or the Conservative Party of the United Kingdom. 34 The
United States Republican Party suggests there is no formal ecampaign methodology or an
ecampaign strategy beyond the Republican s Winning in a Web World .

Ecampaign Commentary
Ecampaign commentary is available from a variety of different sources, with most being
articles appearing on the Internet and written in an ad hoc basis. The most enduring
commentary is in Politics Online s Net Pulse and Week PoliTicker, a weekly email
newsletters describing campaigns and the use of the Internet by governments to provide
services to stakeholders.
While these both have broad goals, they are limited in use as they mainly describe events
usually without providing insight as to whether a particular campaign is successful, or
any high quality strategic infonnation. This is consistent with all Politics Online s
material, including the Internet Campaign Manager CD Rom and correspondence with
Phil Noble of Politics Online. 35 Politics Online has a technology focus, rather than a
strategic focus.

Successful Ecampaigns
There is very little information describing successful ecampaigns, probably because few
campaigns have been clearly successful. Those that have been discussed in some detail
are Jesse Ventura s campaign for Minnesota Governor in 1998, 36 and John McCain s
fundraising in 2000. While McCain took vast amounts of money ($5.2M), 37 he did not
win the Republican Presidential Primary. Beyond McCain slack of success in the overall
campaign, is also the question as to what role the net actually played in motivating people
to donate, as opposed to using the most convenient channel to donate. This question has
not been addressed in any literature reviewed.
Ventura38 attributes his success to the use of email lists to contact and mobilise
supporters, not to campaign web sites, and has received surprisingly little publicity about
how he achieved this. The potentially most interesting part of the campaign for the
purposes of this thesis, Ventura s email strategy, does not receive any in-depth coverage
beyond that provided by his web master. 39
34

Lusk, S, Ecampaign Research Diary, 2000-2001
Lusk, S, Ecampaign Research Diary, 2000-2001
36
Jesse Ventura, wwwjesseventura.org, 1998-2001
37
Politics Online, 1,vww.politicsonline.com, 2000-2001
38
Vox Politics Primer, How to use the Internet effectively, securely and legally in Election Campaigns~
April 2001
39
Marsden P, Notes Regarding Jesse Ventura s Internet Use In His 1998 Campaign for Minnesota
Governor, www.jesseventura.org, December 7, 1998
35
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Conclusions

The current literature does not provide the kind of clarity of strategic thought that was
sought to answer the question posed at the beginning of this thesis, or contributed much
input for the Best Practice chapter. The focus on technology rather than strategy remains
pervasive, with few examples of successful campaigns available. Given the new and
innovative nature of ecampaigning, this is very much like the literature available during
the author s previous thesis, 40 so not entirely surprising.
The lack of literature means that the development of ecampaign methodology had to go
well beyond what was available in the public arena.

40

Lusk S, Developing an Integrated Internet Presence, Massey University 1996
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Chapter Four
Review of Political Web Sites
This chapter gives a detailed breakdown of a variety of political web sites. The purpose
of this empirical research was to develop a large body of consistent knowledge of how
ecampaigns used web sites around the world. This knowledge was incorporated into the
best practice chapter of this thesis.
Review Template

The following template was created to standardise reviews of campaign sites. A
successful electronic campaign web site has a combination of features, with some, like
clear navigation and rapid download time, making evaluation simple. Others features,
like the intended aims of the site or features to incorporate into best practice, rely on the
judgment of the reviewer, so are contestable.
Web site evaluations by Internet Campaign Solutions41 and Vox Politics42 were
considered when developing this template, but as they did not have the strategic political
focus desired, so apart from similar technical feature analysis, they were not used. George
Washington University s Primer 43 and the Republican National Committees WWW:
Winning in a Web World44 were similarly of little value in creating a review template due
to their lack of strategic focus.
Some sites are so bad, lacking important basic features, that the reviews are brief.
Without adequate web design, unique domain names and email list signups the sites are
unlikely to provide a positive contribution to a campaign. This is disappointing and
unforgivable, as the campaign controls many features like design, navigation and depth of
information so should be able to get these right. There are plausible excuses for getting
the strategic part of a campaign wrong, but the much of the site mechanics should be
right regardless of the strategy.
The review of sites looks beyond the use of technology to attempt to understand the
strategy behind the site, or what the site is trying to achieve. The quality of strategic
thought behind most sites, demonstrated mainly by their content, was poor.

41

Internet Campaign Solutions, Candidate Report Cards: An Assessment of Campaign Web Sites, May
2000
42
Vox Politics Primer, How to use the Internet effectively, securely and legally in Election Campaigns!
April 2001
43
Online Campaigning, A Primer Version 2, Online Democracy Project, George Washington University,
Spring 2000
44
Republican National Committee, WWTV Winning in a Web World: 2000
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Template Structure
Look of the Site
Quality of Graphics
Quality of Site Design

High
High

Medium
Medium

Low
Low

Navigation
Ease of Navigation

High

Medium

Low

Technical Features
Note particular features

High
Medium
Low
Frames, Shockwave, Java, Pop up windows

Email lists including Special Lists
Special Lists
Joined with email address:
Joined with password:

Yes

No

Members Only Areas

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Online Donations
Security
Pop up windows
Comments
Volunteering
Description
Text Content
Depth
Breadth
Tone
Positives about Policies and Stances
Attacks on Opponents
Vitriol
Links
Allied Groups
Press Commentary

Target Audience
Additional Features
Aims of the Site
Email Push Strategy
Features to incorporate into Best Practice
Comments
This template was then used to evaluate strategies.
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Chapter Four
Part 1
New Zealand Political Parties

A review was undertaken of the web sites of all the major New Zealand political parties.
These included:National Party
i.
ACT
ii.
Alliance
iii.
Green Party
iv.
Labour Party

National Party New Zealand
National Party

www.national.org.nz

Look of the Site
Quality of Graphics
Quality of Site Design

Medium
Medium

Navigation
Ease of Navigation

Medium

Technical Features
Email lists including Special Lists
Special Lists

Low
Yes
Yes but only from a subsidiary site. No
email has been sent out from these in some
time.

Members Only Areas

No

Online Donations

No

Volunteering

No

Text Content
Depth
Breadth
Tone
Positives about Policies and Stances
Attacks on Opponents
Vitriol
Links

Allied Groups
Press Commentary

Not the breadth or depth that is possible.

Some
Considerable
Some
Yes
Yes
No

16

Target Audience
National party supporters.
Additional Features
Several sites that explore issues:
www.tax.org.nz
www .dinosaurs.org.nz
www.fairgo.org.nz
Aims of the Site
To develop an Internet presence that helps National become the lead party in government
after the next election.45
Email Push Strategy
Yes but not from the main site.
Features to incorporate into Best Practice
Additional issue web sites.
Comments
Not a particularly good site, with poor design, poor navigation and seemingly without a
strategy. Issues web sites are based around good concepts but are poorly executed.

ACT New Zealand
ACT Party

www.act.org.nz

Look of the Site
Quality of Graphics
Quality of Site Design

High
High

Navigation
Ease of Navigation

High

Technical Features
Online conferences

Medium

Email lists
Special Lists

Yes
No

Members Only Areas

No

Online Donations
No
Mention is made of donations but the focus is on getting people to join.

45
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Volunteering
Yes
Description: All focused on getting people to join.
Text Content
Depth
Breadth
Tone
ACT supporters
Positives about Policies and Stances
Attacks on Opponents
Vitriol

Yes
Yes
Some, though not as much as expected.

Links

No

High
High
Strongly targeting people that are already

Target Audience
Act Supporters, especially those who could become members.
Additional Features
Online conference.
Aims of the Site
Get email address for mail-outs
Get people to join the party.
Email Push Strategy
Yes but not functioning.
Features to incorporate into Best Practice
Page position of the subscribe function.
Comments
A reasonable site that is missing something, probably in the·text and the way the text is
provided. No special issues lists which is also bad.

Alliance Party New Zealand
Alliance Party

www.alliance.org.nz

The alliance site is the campaign site with most of the campaign material removed, but
without any other infonnation put on. They attribute this to not having the staff to use the
web site.
For this reason it has not been evaluated.
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Green Party New Zealand
Green Party

www.greens.org.nz

Look of the Site
Quality of Graphics
Quality of Site Design

High
High

Navigation
Ease of Navigation

High

Technical Features

Low

Email lists including Special Lists

No

Members Only Areas

Yes

Online Donations
Phone donations promoted heavily.

No

Volunteering

No

Text Content
Depth
Breadth
Tone
Positives about Policies and Stances
Attacks on Opponents
Vitriol

Good Depth
Good Breadth
Yes
Yes
Yes

Links
Yes
Links to other Greens sites and other sites promoting similar causes. www.safefood.org
for GM food.
Extensive separate links page.
Target Audience
Greens supporters.
Additional Features
None
Aims of the Site
Motivate greens supporters. Convince sympathisers that the greens are for them.
Email Push Strategy
Not functioning at the moment.
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Features to incorporate into Best Practice
None, but the soon to be featured Green Living section is a generic type of interest area
that could persuade moderates to join or vote for the greens.
Comments
Not a bad site but without the email list not anywhere near as effective as it might be.

Labour Party New Zealand
Labour Party

www.labour.org.nz

Look of the Site
Quality of Graphics
Quality of Site Design

Medium
Medium

Navigation
Ease of Navigation

Low

Technical Features

Low

Email lists including Special Lists

Yes

Members Only Areas

No

Online Donations

No

Volunteering

No

Text Content
Depth
Breadth
Tone
Positives about Policies and Stances
Attacks on Opponents
Vitriol

Good
Good
Mixed
Yes
Yes
Some in the media section

Links

Yes

No

Allied Groups
Press Commentary
Target Audience
Press (with the press centre)
Potential Labour Supporters.
Additional Features
None
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Aims of the Site
Get information to the press.
Get information to voters.
Email Push Strategy
Yes, but not using it yet.
Features to incorporate into Best Practice
Media Centre. Ease of finding information for the media.
Summary of policy, then policy document.
Comments
Site is a bit ugly and hard to navigate. The media centre is a very good idea, although it
includes an email list for journalists.
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Chapter Four
Part2
Web Site Review

To benchmark New Zealand practices a review was also undertaken of political web sites
in the USA.
United States Campaign Sites

US web sites that were reviewed included:
Contents
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Bush 2000
Republican National Committee
Gore 2000
Democratic National Committee
Buchanan Reform
Reform Party
Bush 2000

George W Bush Presidential Campaign Site
Look of the Site
Quality of Graphics
High
Quality of Site Design
High

www.georgewbush.com

Navigation
Ease of Navigation
Text only navigation

High
Yes

Technical Features
Note particular features

High
Pop up windows, Video

Email lists including Special Lists

Yes

Special Lists
Joined with email address:
Joined with password:

No
Yes
No

Members Only Areas

Yes

Online Donations
Security

No

No
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Pop up windows

Yes

Comments
Like Gore, there is no information about web security.
Volunteering
Yes
Description:
Volunteering is promoted heavily through
the site, with Get Active in Your State appearing as a key part of the navigation
sidebar.
Text Content
Depth
Considerable depth
Breadth
Wide breadth
Tone
Positives about Policies and Stances
Attacks on Opponents
Vitriol

Very positive
Some attacks on Gore
No

Comments:
Bush s site makes the best use of text of all political web sites. There is information in
appropriate depth - summaries backed up by more detailed information for those who are
interested in it. The Policy Points Overview is a great feature, with succinct information
about where Bush stands on a variety of issues.
Links

Allied Groups
Press Commentary

No
No. Some use of press information only
within the site.

Target Audience
Voters in the US Presidential election.
Additional Features
Kids section (vacuous)
Aims of the Site

Promote Bush s platform and have voters vote for him.
Demonstrate Bush has a record for reform.
Email Push Strategy

Yes, but only a general list, no special interest lists.
Features to incorporate into Best Practice
Information use around policy - summaries, highlights, fact sheets, policy points
overviews, speeches. Appropriate depth of information is available to those who want it.
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Comments
Bush s site may not be of quite the same graphical standards as that of Gore, and does not
have the special interest groups sections that push email out to visitor selected addresses.
It does, however, provide a much better quality of text, describing policies succinctly
with the option to get more information if required.
It should not be possible for someone to leave the Bush web site not knowing what Bush

stands for.

Republican National Committee
Republican Party

www.rnc.org

Look of the Site
Quality of Graphics
Quality of Site Design

High
High

Navigation
Ease of Navigation

High

Technical Features
Video, online activist

High

Email lists including Special Lists
Special Lists

Yes
Yes

Members Only Areas

Yes

Online Donations
Yes
Security
No
Pop up windows
No
Comments
Security does not appear to be an issue
although there is provision for donations by mail.
Volunteering
Text Content
Depth
Breadth
Tone
Positives about Policies and Stances
Attacks on Opponents
Vitriol
Links

Allied Groups
Press Commentary

No

Limited
Limited
Yes
Yes (including Gore Watch)
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
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Target Audience
Republican supporters.

Additional Features
None.
Aims of the Site
Empower Republican supporters and make them feel positive towards the party.
Email Push Strategy

Yes.
Features to incorporate into Best Practice

None.
Comments
Solid site but nothing remarkable or worth incorporating into best practice.

Gore 2000
Al Gore Presidential Campaign

http://www.algore2000.com/

Look of the Site
Quality of Graphics
Quality of Site Design

High
High

Navigation
Ease of Navigation
Text Navigation
Image Map Navigation

High
Yes
Yes

Text and image map. Not too many fields, but some depth to the site expanding out from
the smaller fields.
Technical Features
Video
Audio
Frames
Java
Pop up windows
Email Submission fields

Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
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Not feature intense. Delivers information in text format with decent graphics that
download quickly.
Email lists including Special Lists
Yes
Special Lists No, but pages where the submitter sends a message to all their friends.
Joined with password:
No
See http://www.algore2000 .corn/environment/index.html
Members Only Areas

No

Online Donations
Security
Pop up windows

Yes
No
Yes

Comments
Security is not mentioned, probably reflecting the fact that credit card security is no
longer an issue in the US. The option to make cheque donations is provided, but there is
nothing specifically addressing net security. Privacy appears more of an issue as this is
mentioned repeatedly throughout the site.
Volunteering
Net
Non Net

Yes
Yes
Yes

Description
Gore 2000 has a variety of online resources that allow a supporter to campaign for Gore.
Both virtual and physical campaigns are permitted.
Text Content
Depth
Relatively extensive. Very few detailed documents, but this may
be the stage of the campaign. Policy documents do not appear.
Breadth
Relatively extensive although lacking in some areas, or giving
information or speeches that are years old.
Tone
Positives about Policies and Stances
Yes
Attacks on Opponents
Yes. Attacks Bush often, and challenges him
to public debates.
Vitriol
No. Language is relatively moderate and
attacks are reasonable, not passionate.
Comments
Moderate Language seems to be used, although moderate language that targets those that
support Gore, rather than those who are swing voters. No use of summaries or brief fact
sheets.
Links
Allied Groups

No
No
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Press Commentary
No
Some information from other sources is provided, but this is within the site, not linked to
outside the site.
Target Audience
American voters, particularly those already committed to Gore. The moderate/ swing
voter is not really catered for.
Additional Features
Kids section (vacuous)
Privacy Policy (stressed throughout the site)
Multimedia resources for download by interested parties
Campaign materials
Aims of the Site
Get email address for mail-outs
Modify long tenn behaviour
Email Push Strategy
Yes. Only one mailing list, although capture of addresses for mailing lists in other areas
has occurred.
Features to incorporate into Best Practice
Spread the word (by email)/ Special interest mail-outs.
Question and answer - virtual town hall
Sign up to email list appears on almost every page.
Online organisers
Navigation
Graphics
Conclusions
A very good site, but lacking in customisation, and perhaps without summaries of
information that is provided in depth.
This does not appear to be best practice because it does not have a series of email lists,
and does not have summaries for those not interested in the depth of information that is
provided.

Democratic National Conference USA
Democratic Party Web Site
Look of the Site
Quality of Graphics
Quality of Site Design

www.democrats.org

High
High
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Navigation
Ease of Navigation

High

Technical Features

High

Email lists including Special Lists
Special Lists

Yes
No

Members Only Areas

Yes

Online Donations
Security
Pop up windows

Yes
No

Comments
Kick em out is the theme. Contribute is on the left hand side of
every page, targeting likely donors with a strong anti republican message. Security is not
an issue but complying with the FEC donor regulations is.
Volunteering
No
Links to state parties, and campaigning training available ups.
Text Content
Depth
Breadth
Tone
Positives about Policies and Stances
Attacks on Opponents
Vitriol

Links

but no specifics, and no sign

Not as much as expected
Not as much as expected
Yes, strongly
Strong attacks on Bush
Some but not as passionate as press releases
from parliament
No

Allied Groups
Press Commentary
Target Audience
People who are already Democrat voter. Little scope for targeting the swing voter with
the cmmnents, features and content they have.
Additional Features
Interactive Platform. Help write the Democratic party platfonn for the next election.
Aims of the Site
Motivate and empower democratic supporters. Does not really have any specific
behaviours that it attempts to modify.
Email Push Strategy
Yes, but only a general one.
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Features to incorporate into Best Practice
Interactive Platform.
Very good navigation system.
Comments
A site that is worth looking at, although probably lacking because it does not have the
specific behaviour modification aims that it could have. This is accepting that the
targeting of swing voters is not appropriate for the site, which is questionable.

Buchanan 2000 USA
Pat Buchanan s Presidential Campaign

www.buchananreform.com

Look of the Site
Quality of Graphics
Quality of Site Design

Medium
Medium

Navigation
Ease of Navigation

High

Technical Features

High

Email lists including Special Lists
Special Lists

Yes
Yes

Members Only Areas

Yes

Online Donations
Security
Pop up windows
Comments

Yes
No
No
Standard US political site donations page.

Volunteering
Yes
Description
Gets peoples contact details and asks them to select tasks they will
perform for Buchanan.
Text Content
Depth
Breadth
Tone
Positives about Policies and Stances
Attacks on Opponents
Vitriol

Not great depth
Not great Breadth
Aggressive
Yes
Yes
Yes
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Links
Yes
Links to groups that share Buchanan s ideology.
Target Audience
Reform supporters.

Additional Features
None really
Aims of the Site
Empower Reform party people.
Modify behaviour to get people to:
Volunteer
Contribute
Join email list
Email Push Strategy
Yes, and used quite effectively, though not as effectively as possible.
Features to incorporate into Best Practice
Sidebar with Volunteer, Contribute or Join Email List.
Intellectual ammunition (arguments to use to support Pats policies).
Comments
The site is poorly designed with unimpressive graphics and terrible navigation but does
modify behaviour effectively. The intellectual ammunition is worth considering for any
political site, though perhaps with moderated language.

Reform Party USA
Reform Party Web Site

www.reformparty.org

Look of the Site
Quality of Graphics
Quality of Site Design

High
High

Navigation
Ease of Navigation

Medium

Technical Features
Note particular features

High
Java, Video, Audio

Email lists including Special Lists

No
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Members Only Areas

No

Online Donations
Security
Pop up windows

Yes
No

Comments
Extensive comment on security of online donations.
Volunteering
Yes
Description
Register as a Reform Party Voter, Join the
Party, Make a Donation, Merchandise and Campaign Material
Text Content
Depth
Considerable depth
Breadth
Considerable breadth
Tone
Odd
Positives about Policies and Stances
Yes
Attacks on Opponents
Yes
Vitriol
Yes
Only political web site that lists law suits, although is probably the only party that is
empowered by law suits.
Links
Yes
Some links to friendly commentators pages. Not extensive. Links to regional parties
pages.
Target Audience
Potential voters for Reform Party candidates.
Additional Features
None worth noting.
Aims of the Site
Explain the aims of the Reform Party, as well as being a central infonnation repository
for the refonn party.
Email Push Strategy
None
Features to incorporate into Best Practice
None
Comments
A site that can be faulted for what it has left out rather than what it has included. No
email lists render it ineffective.
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Chapter Four
Part3
In order to compare New Zealand practices Australian political Web sites were also
reviewed. The Australian Webster reviewed included:
Contents
i.
National Party
11.
Labour Party
m.
Democrats
1v.
Liberal Party

National Party - Australia
Federal National Party

http://www.ozemail.com.au/-npafed/

Look of the Site
Quality of Graphics
Quality of Site Design

Low
Low

Navigation
Ease of Navigation

High

Technical Features
Note particular features

Low
None

Email lists including Special Lists

No

Members Only Areas

No

Online Donations

No

Volunteering

No

Text Content
Depth
Breadth
Tone
Positives about Policies and Stances
Attacks on Opponents
Vitriol

Is it up to date?
Good depth
Good breadth

Yes
Yes
Yes

Continues to attack the Labor Party even though Labor has not been in power for some
considerable time. Little attempt to promote Nationals policies.
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Links

No

Target Audience
Potential National Voters
Additional Features
None
Aims of the Site
Get online and promote the National Parties position.
Email Push Strategy
None
Features to incorporate into Best Practice
None.
Comments
An outdated web site both in terms of design and content. Few virtues.

Australian Labor Party
Australian Labor Party Online

www.alp.org.au

Look of the Site
Quality of Graphics
Quality of Site Design

High
High

Navigation
Ease of Navigation

High

Technical Features
Medium
Nice site design but without anything too fancy.
Email lists including Special Lists
Special Lists
Joined with email address:
Joined with password:

No
No

Members Only Areas

No

Online Donations

No

Volunteering

No

Text Content
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Depth
Breadth
Tone
Positives about Policies and Stances
Attacks on Opponents
Vitriol

Extensive text
Wide range of issues updated daily

Links

Yes
Yes
No

Allied Groups
Press Commentary

Some, but out of date
Considerable, especially targeting Howard
Yes, especially targeting Howard

Additional Features
Labor Herald - Party magazine online but outdated.
Join the ALP on the side bar on every page.
Daily issue on the side bar.
Target Audience
Potential Labor voters.
Aims of the Site
Get the ALP s message out.
Email Push Strategy
None
Features to incorporate into Best Practice
Site Design
Daily news link.
Labour Party Herald
Comments
A good site but lacks an email push strategy. There are also issues around the attacking of
Howard and general vitriolic language that may put off swing voters.
This site should be used to demonstrate aspects of best practice, especially in areas of
design and navigation. The site design is effective. What happens within it is not.

Australian Democrats
www.democrats.org.au

Democratic Party of Australia
Look of the Site
Quality of Graphics
Quality of Site Design

Medium
Medium

Navigation
Ease of Navigation

High
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Technical Features

Low

Email lists including Special Lists

No

Members Only Areas

No

Online Donations

No

Volunteering
Volunteers are asked to:
- letter boxing information
- distributing how to vote cards
- making a donation
- becoming a member of the Democrats

Yes

Text Content
Depth
Some depth in some areas. Mainly just key points or summaries.
Breadth
Breadth of infonnation but not backed up by depth.
Tone
Moderate
Positives about Policies and Stances
Yes
Attacks on Opponents
Yes, on both Labor and national
Vitriol
No
Links

No

Target Audience
Australians who may vote for the Democrats.
The press with the press release pages.
Additional Features
Specific campaigns like Free Chook 2000 and the Privatisation Debate (Telstra).
Aims of the Site
Get message out.
Promote Democratic Causes.
Recruit supporters.
Email Push Strategy
None
Features to incorporate into Best Practice
Specific Campaigns
Comments
A reasonable site that is let down by poor design and no collection of email addresses.
There is some attempt to modify visitors behaviour, but without the collection of email
addresses this is inadequate.
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Liberal Party of Australia
Federal Liberal Party

www.liberal.org.au

Look of the Site
Quality of Graphics
Quality of Site Design

Low
Low

Navigation
Ease of Navigation

Medium

Technical Features
Note particular features

Low
None

Email lists including Special Lists
Special Lists
Joined with email address:
Joined with password:

No
No

Members Only Areas

No

Online Donations
Security
Pop up windows
Comments

No
No
No

Volunteering
Description

No

Text Content
Depth
Breadth
Tone
Positives about Policies and Stances
Attacks on Opponents
Vitriol

Very limited
No depth
No breadth
Not enough infonnation to judge

Links

No
Allied Groups
Press Commentary

Target Audience
Potential Liberal voters in Australia
Additional Features
None.
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Aims of the Site
Get online with anything.
Email Push Strategy
None.
Features to incorporate into Best Practice
None.
Comments
This site is embarrassingly bad. Easily the worst major political party site I have seen.
The design is of 1995 standard, and the complete lack of depth of text means the site is
almost useless in achieving any online goal other than having something on the web .
ConclusionsWeb sites for campaigns are some way away from being as effective as they
might be. Most sites have now understood the technical requirements of a good web site,
but their lack of clear strategic intent means that there is considerable development to be
undertaken before best practice can be said to be defined.

The presidential campaign sites of Bush46 and Gore47 probably defined much of the
mechanical aspects of campaign web site design. They were well designed, fast to
download, had good navigation and optional use of technology like video, audio and
flash. Future campaign sites will probably not be able to improve on the mechanical
aspects of Bush and Gores sites.
These sites, however, were lacking in strategic intent. This was congruent with all other
sites evaluated, where they appeared to be driven by technology rather than strategy.
The worst feature of campaign web sites evaluated was their almost universal targeting of
supporters, not really making any attempt to target potential supporters or swing voters.
No literature reviewed described why this should be case, and discussions48 with contacts
within campaigns did not offer any reasons for only targeting supporters.
Supporters appeared to be the only people catered for by most sites, with donations, and
requests for volunteers and visitors to join parties or campaigns featuring prominently.
Content usually appeared to be written in the kind of language that would empower
supporters rather than swing voters or potential supporters.
Many technical features appearing in sites reviewed have appeared in the best practice
section of this thesis. The lack of strategy behind the sites reviewed was disappointing,
with few strategic components of the sites evaluated making it to the best practice
section.
46
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Chapter Five
Email Campaign Comparisons
2000- 2001 Campaign Year
Introduction

Since April of 2000, the author has captured over 5,000 email messages49 from political
parties, observing the use of email as a campaign medium in a variety of different
campaigns throughout the western speaking world. During this time the United States
presidential campaign have been held, and the United Kingdom and Australia have had
general elections.
Of equal interest has been the use of email outside of direct election campaigning, with
close attention being paid to the use of email by New Zealand and United States parties
and politicians. Email use throughout the campaign cycle is an important part of best
practice.
All examples have been sampled as the opportunity arose, with the author selecting
examples based on the following criteria:
a. English Language
b. Ease of Access to Lists (ability to sign up from web sites)
c. Where possible, examples where sought where inside knowledge of the strategy could
be obtained.
d. Email lists used through 2000-2001
Contents

11.
111.
1v.
v.
v1.

Analysis Format
New Zealand examples
Australian Examples
United States Examples
United Kingdom Examples
Conclusions

i.

Analysis Format

1.

To give this analysis structure, the following features of a party or candidate s email
campaign have been observed: the message structure and the intended purpose. Email
structure considers mechanical issues, while the intended purpose considers the strategy
behind the message.
49
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The literature review revealed no literature with analysis of em.ail list usage in as much
detail as appears below. The analysis format has some components of suggested email
use found in Winning Campaigns Online 50 and Vox Politics Primer,51 but these offer
suggestions for email use rather than evaluation criteria for email list use.
The purpose of this review is to establish a body of knowledge that contributes to best
practice being described in Chapter 8.
The evaluation criteria includes the following:

a.
b.
c.
d.

e.

Period Observed:
Message Structure
Frequency
Message Content
Contents Section
Length
Links
Html v Text
Viral
Purpose
Target Audience
Tone
Themes
Feeding Passion

Commentary
New Zealand Examples
Four of New Zealand s parties have used email extensively, and in slightly different
ways. None has the strategic clarity that will need to be evolved, and ACT in particular
send out to many message with too much content that is of marginal interest even to party
supporters.
ii. a

ACT

The ACT party sends by far the most email of any party observed, with three main lists
being used. These lists are:
1.

11.
111.

Richard Prebble s Letter From Wellington subscriber list
Weekly Speech Digest
Press Releases by Members of Parliament

50
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i.
a.
a.

b.
c.

e.

Richard Prebble s Letter From Wellington
Period Observed:
January to November 2001
Message Structure:
The Letter From Wellington is a long document that
has evolved from detail discussion on about six or seven issues, to smaller
passages of information on ten or more issues. The Letter has been considerably
longer than messages from parties like United Kingdom Labour, The
Conservatives, The Democratic National Committee and the Republican National
Committee.
Frequency
Weekly
Message Content
Contents Section
No contents section
Length
The Letter is a long document running to three to
four pages every week.
Links
Some links embedded in text but surprisingly there
is no general link back to the ACT web site. Links are usually to articles that
support a perspective that the letter holds, and link to the pertinent section of the
ACT web site.
Html v Text
The Letter has moved to HTML format during the
year 2001, but without images and in such a way that text only browsers can read
the message.
Viral
There is a small section asking members to email
the letter to friends, and for people to subscribe to the letter. A prize was offered to
people delivering numerous more subscribers
Purpose

The purpose of the letter is hard to define beyond being a regular outlet for ACT s views
on current affairs, and an opportunity to bring information that may not be in the public
domain to the publics notice.
Target Audience
ACT supporters, although ACT party sources suggest that
there are over 10,000 people on the list, with a considerable proportion using email
addresses from within parliament.
Tone
Aggressive, generally pointing out the faults of opponents
in politics, especially the Greens and Alliance.
Themes
It is difficult to see clear themes on particular issues or
policy areas, as the Letter covers a great many areas each week. Key ACT themes such as
small government, allowing business to get on with business, and the incompetence of
the government and opposing parties are repeated regularly.
f.

Commentary

Richard Prebble s Letter from Wellington appears to lack strategic direction, and also
lacks some fairly mechanical features like using a regular template with links back to the
ACT web site. There is also a lack of viral marketing that would nonnally be found
embedded in the template.
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The Letter discusses a wide range of topical issues but does not seem to concentrate on
particular policy areas. This lack of focus on particular issues and the extreme length of
the Letter mean that it may not be as effective as it could be.
Extensive discussions with an ACT board member,52 who was also a main financier of
the Independent Pipfruit Growers Association, suggest that there is no coherent strategy,
and the Letter does not actually have a clear focus.
This discussion included asking the question: How does ACT believe its use of email
will help them win votes at the next election? The board member was unable to give an
answer to this question, so he consulted with ACT personnel who were also unable to
answer.
ii.

ACT Weekly Speech Digest

The ACT weekly speech digest provides subscribers with the content of ACT MP s
speeches made outside of parliament. There are between 1 and 4 speeches in each weekly
digest.
a.
Period Observed:
April 2000 - Present
b.
Message Structure
This is a relatively long email message with the
number of lines listed at the top of the message. The number of speeches included varies
week by week, and the speech length also varies, so message lengths vary accordingly.
c.
Frequency
Weekly
d.
Message Content
Contents Section
Yes
Length
Varies, but the length in lines appears at the top of
the message. This number appears to be inaccurate.
Links
There are links to the ACT web site at the bottom of
the page, but no other links.
Html v Text
Simple text is used.
There is no viral marketing embedded into the
Viral
message.

I

e.
Purpose
The purpose of the speech digest appears to get the ACT MP s
speeches out to a wider audience.
Target Audience
ACT supporters, and probably the media.
Tone
Speeches are pro ACT and anti opposing parties.
Themes
The wide range of issues discussed means that no
specific policy areas are reinforced, but the themes that ACT stands for such as
small government and freedom to succeed without government intervention are
reinforced. The competence of the current government is also reinforced.
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f.

Commentary

The ACT Speech Digest appears to be a classic example of using the technology without
a clear strategy for what the technology is trying to achieve. The aim of getting speeches
to a wide audience may be legitimate, but in combination with the Letter from
Wellington and the Press Releases, ACT are at risk of creating clutter rather than clear
cut messages to supporters and potential supporters.
Discussion with an ACT board member has validated this opinion. 53
iii.

Press Releases by Members of Parliament

ACT email out press releases from all MPs on what appears to be an automatic system
where press releases are sent to members of the ACT email distribution list and also
added to the ACT web site.
a.
b.
c.
e.

Period Observed
April 2000 to November 2001
Message Structure
This is an automatically generated message
Frequency
There are at least three press releases daily, and on
some days this can rise as high as ten.
Message Content
Contents Section
Yes, in the form of a standard header.
Length
Varies but usually between one and two pages per
message.
Links
There are links back to the ACT web site, both to
the site itself and the sites general
Html v Text
The messages appear in text fonnat, with a link the
HTML version on the web site.
Viral
There is no attempt to get recipients to forward
messages on to others.

e.
Purpose
press releases to a wider audience.

The purpose would appear to be to get the ACT

Target Audience
ACT supporters and perhaps members of the media
Tone
These are consistent ACT messages with consistent
ACT tone.
Themes
As there are a large number of messages on a
diverse range of topics no specific policy themes come through. The key ACT
themes of smaller government and that the current government is incompetent are
reinforced in almost all messages.
f.

Commentary

This is another clear case of using the technology for the technology s sake. It would
appear that ACT have no clear strategy of how to use email to target voters, sending them
53
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a huge amount of information that may or may not be relevant. The number of messages
is so large that substantial clutter is created.
ii.b.

Alliance

The Alliance has been relatively slow to use email, with correspondence from the party
claiming that limited time and limited finances have prevented wider use of the Intemet. 54
The Alliance have an email newsletter listed on their web site, but this is not active:
1.
Red & Green eNews (not evaluated)
11.
Staunch (An email group for the young alliance supporters)
i.

Staunch

Staunch is an email group so does not have the same mechanics as other lists evaluated.
It to be used widely to put forward opinions and invite members to events, but does not

usually create dialogue on issues live in the email group.
a.
b.
c.

Period Observed:
Message Structure:
Frequency:

d.
e.

Message Content:
Purpose
with each other.
Commentary

f.

Feb 2000 to Oct 2001
Uses listserve technology
Not relevant as it is a private list to supporters, but
several messages per day.
Not applicable as not an email newsletter.
To allow young alliance supporters to communicate

This list is one of the few accessed that allows supporters to communicate with each
other electronically. Perhaps somewhat surprisingly, the opinions expressed in the
messages have been remarkably consistent and reasonable, with little need for
moderation.
This list may provide some value to young alliance supporters, but it does not appear to
be working directly to win the votes at the next election.
c.

The Labour Party

The Labour Party uses email in a very limited way, with only the Beehive Bulletin being
able to be subscribed to easiiy from the Labour web site. This is strange as many Labour
Party ministers and MPs have paper newsletters, but do not attempt to distribute email
newsletters.
The Beehive Bulletin is the one newsletter widely distributed. It is similar in style to
Richard Prebble s Letter from Wellington and a variety of National Party newsletters.
55
It has, however, had a variety of technical problems discussed with the Labour Party,
and this has meant that its appearance has been sporadic.
54
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Period Observed:
Sporadic in second half of 2001
Message Structure:
A series of short passages about a variety of issues.
Frequency
Sporadic, although this could be technical
Message Content
Contents Section:
No
Length
About 10 passages on a variety of sections
Links
Some but relating to the subscription information
and one at the top of the page linking to the Labour web site.
Html v Text
This message is in text format.
Viral
There is no viral marketing included.
e.
Purpose
Target Audience
This seems to be targeting those that are interested
in politics, and trying to get them to support Labour.
Tone
The tone is more positive than the ACT and
National messages, perhaps because they have people
Themes
No obvious themes.
Feeding Passion
No obvious effort beyond the content.

a.
b.
c.
d.

f.

Commentary

Correspondence with the Labour Party at the beginning of the year, 56 suggested that like
the Alliance, Labour were struggling to allocate resources to the Internet. This was also
demonstrated by the limited use of the Labour web site through 2000, with the site being
largely a cut down version of the election site from 1999.
There are few, if any, lessons to be learned from the Beehive Bulletin.
d.

The Nationals

The National Party make the widest use of email of all the New Zealand political parties
observed in terms of the number of lists used, although with the change of leadership the
list use has changed and messages have reduced in frequency. There are a number of
different lists including:
1.
National Leader (fonnerly the Infonner)
11.
Special Groups Lists including The New Write & Christian Voice News &
Issues Lists (messages sent from MPs addressing a specific issue or campaign)
111.
Upton Online (continuing after MP Simon Upton has left Parliament)
i.

National Leader

The National Leader has changed twice in the 2001 year, from being the Informer to
the Leader , with a further change with the change in leadership from Jenny Shipley to
Bill English.

56
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Period Observed:
Duration of 2001
Message Structure:
Similar in structure to Richard Prebble s letter,
which according to National Party sources57 it is largely based on. It has around
ten issues in each message, with brief paragraphs on each of these. This has
changed with the change in leadership, with Bill English providing a brief
introduction to detailed coverage of a particular issue.
Frequency
Usually weekly
c.
d.
Message Content
Contents Section:
There is no contents section
Length
The Leader is several pages long
Links
Links are largely absent beyond links on how to
manage membership.
Html v Text
The letter is in html format.
Viral
There is no viral component to the newsletter.
e.
Purpose
Target Audience
This message goes to a general audience but
58
according to National sources is written for those serious about politics, and preferably
National Party supporters.
Tone
The tone varies, but is largely hostile to the present
government without offering many positives.
Themes
The only theme repeatedly is that the present
government is incompetent. Discussions with National Party contacts 59 suggest that there
are no issues National focus on, but the Leader is supposed to be less partisan that
Richard Prebble s Letter from Wellington.
Feeding Passion
Perhaps, but this does not appear to be done
deliberately.

a.
b.

f.

Commentary

Despite working closely with the National Party and providing templates and suggestions
on a variety of occasions, 60 the professional party employees have been slow to take on
board the suggestions offered. The Leader has no tightly defined goals and the targeting
of key themes has been limited as until the later part of 2001 due to National not having
done the necessary research to determine the issues that will decide the next election.
ii.

Special Interest Groups

There are a variety of National Party email lists run by special interest groups with in the
National Party, and members with policy area responsibility use similar lists. This
includes The New Write, The Christian Voice, The Blue Green News and Annabel
Young s Tax Talk . Other lists appear and disappear with surprising frequency, usually
being issues driven.
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Detailed evaluation of these lists would be excessive to the requirements of this thesis, as
each list uses similar technology, is sent out at infrequent intervals and are poorly
constructed. Further, they do not appear to have any key themes, and discussion with
National Party contacts 61 suggests they are developed in an ad hoc manner, with a clear
strategy or strategic support from the professional party.
iv.

Upton Online

Simon Upton is a former National Party front bencher who now works for the OECD in
Paris. He has continued with his weekly opinion based newsletter since leaving
parliament.
Period Observed:
1999-2000
Message Structure
Both text and with a word document attached
c.
Frequency
Weekly
d.
Message Content
Contents Section
No
Length
Interminable, often more than 8 pages
Links
Few if any
Html v Text
Text
Viral
None
e.
Purpose
Target Audience
Not determined in discussions with Upton s
executive secretary, who suggested that there was no defined target audience. 62
Tone
Ironic amusement
Themes
None
Feeding Passion
None

a.

b.

f.

Commentary

While this newsletter was never discussed with Simon Upton, detailed discussion on four
occasions occurred with his staff. 63 This did not change the mechanics of the list as
advocated in Appendix One. Neither did it establish the aim of the list, or any coherent
themes that Upton was working with. While it is different in nature from other lists,
exploring two or three issues in some detail and expressing the author s opinion, it could
be used much more constructively.
ii.

Australian Examples

Email use by the two major parties in Australia has been limited. Correspondence64 with
a Labour candidate who had his own email list, suggested that the ALP was getting
organised before the recent election, although this was not demonstrated by their use of
email.
61
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a.

The Liberal Party

The main use of email by the Liberal Party before the last election was by John Howard.
Howard used email in a similar way to New Zealand s ACT, sending out speeches and
interview transcripts, although this is subscribed to from the Prime Ministers site rather
than the Liberal Party s site.
Period Observed:
a.
b.
Message Structure:
interviews and media releases.
c.
Frequency:
d.
Message Content:
Contents Section
Length
media release.
Links
Html v Text
Viral
e.
Purpose
Target Audience
swing voters or potential supporters.
Tone
Themes
Feeding Passion
f.
Commentary

2001
Automatically generated messages sending out
Sporadically every few days
No
Varies depending on the length of the interview or
To the unsubscribe function on the email list
HTML format used.
None.
Anyone that is interested, although not targeting
Likely to provide value to journalists.
Partisan.
No real themes come through.
None

This very little to be taken from John Howard s use of email, although if it were using a
dedicated media list it would make more strategic sense.
b.

The Australian Labor Party

The ALP has an email newsletter that exhibits a good number of features that may be
described as best practice. Although somewhat slow in getting the list functioning, the
links back to the ALP web site, the viral component and the request for donates, the
supporters sections and link to the Join the ALP section make this one of the better lists
observed. This list was somewhat slow in starting, with correspondence suggesting
technical issues faced causing the ALP problems. 65
a.
Period Observed:
September 2001 -November 2001.
b.
Message Structure
The message has a series of introductions to issues
which are then linked to the ALP web site. The template used is one of the worlds best
for the reasons outlined above.
c.
Frequency
Weekly
d.
Message Content
Contents Section
None
Length
Approximately 1 to 1 _ pages
65
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Links
Yes, a large number.
Html v Text
Text
Viral
Yes, and also a section suggesting that visitors to
the ALP web site forward on pages to friends using the facility provided.
Purpose
e.
Target Audience
This message seems to target a general audience
The tone is usually positive, stressing what the ALP
Tone
intended to do if it won the election.
Positive about ALP strengths and how the ALP
Themes
could improve Australia.
Feeding Passion
Some attempt to, but not as much as is possible.
f.

Commentary

From a technical and mechanical perspective this is a very good list. There are a variety
of features that have been included in the best practice section.

iii.

United States Examples

While there are a plethora of examples available from the United States, the major parties
email messages have been selected as they both have more positive features than other
lists evaluated.
a.

Democratic National Committee

As may be expected from a major United States political party, the DNC use of email is
good. There are several features that appear in the best practice part of this document.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Period Observed:
2000-2001
Message Structure:
Issues briefly described linking to web sites with
more detail.
Frequency:
Weekly
Message Content
Contents Section
No
Length
Approximately 1 _ pages, though this does vary,
and the fresh content is less than a page.
Links
Multiple links to a variety of different parts of the
DNC web site
Html v Text
Changed to HTML during 2001
Viral
Strong use of viral marketing as demonstrated by
the following:

Tell a Friend about Democratic News!
Email is a vital communications tool for the Democratic Party. It contributed
significantly to our victories in 2001, and we want it to make just as big a difference in
the next election.
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Help us spread the Democratic message and invite your friends to sign up to receive
this newsletter. Just enter the email addresses of the people you want to invite in the
form below. 66
Purpose
Target Audience:
Tone:
Themes:
themes.
Feeding Passion:
passion.
e.

f.

Definitely democrat supporters.
Strongly Partisan
Key themes are not issue based, more being partisan
The list is aimed at supporters so it encourages

Commentary

The mechanics of the DNC list is world class, and features appear in the best practice
chapter. The partisan nature of the message means that it may alienate non-supporters
that sign up to a public list.

b.

The Republican National Committee

The RNC newsletter is structurally sound, with elements appeanng m Chapter 8,
Defining best practice.
Period Observed:
2000 and 2001
Message Structure
Variety of structures used, with a variety of
messages including a standard newsletter and a message from the Chairman.
Frequency
Sporadic, but usually weekly
c.
Message Content
d.
Contents Section
None
Length
Approximately three to four pages depending on
who the message is from.
Links
Embedded in text, linking to the RNC site or other
Republican sites
Html v Text
This was one of the first lists to use HTML
Viral
None
e.
Purpose
Target Audience
Passionate Republican supporters
Tone
Partisan
Themes
Attempts to get Republicans to act on a variety of
issues, as well as donate and volunteer.
Feeding Passion
Content creates passion.

a.
b.
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f.

Commentary

The RNC have mechanics slightly wrong, with no viral component. Content is probably
too long, being considerably longer most other lists with only the serious supporters
likely to read it regularly.
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iv.

United Kingdom Examples

a.

The Conservative Party

The Conservatives message is well set up and has most of the components of a good
political email newsletters.
a. Period Observed:
b. Message Structure
linking to a web site.
c. Frequency
d. Message Content
Contents Section
Length
infonnation
Links
Html v Text
Viral

2001
A series of small passages about issues
Weekly
No
Approx 2 pages, including subscription
Multiple to the Conservative web site
Html
Good use of viral marketing:

Do you have a friend or relative who would like to receive this weekly
service from conservatives. com?
If so, tell them how to sign up at:
https://www.conservatives.com/keepup.cfm.
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Purpose
Target Audience
Conservative Supporters
Tone
Moderate, but still partisan. Not as partisan
as American lists.
Themes
No policy area themes seem to appear, but
the general competence of the Labour administration is a key theme.
Feeding Passion
This list appears to be between the DNC list
and New Zealand lists - it has some content that seems to be written directly for
supporters, but there is a moderate tone to most of the messages.

e.

f.

Commentary

Mechanically this is a sound list. It may not be being used as strategically as it might be,
as it does not appear to focus on key policy areas.
b.

The Labour Party

The Labour Party s use of email is mechanically one of the best in the world, with many
features of the Labour list appearing in best practice.
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a. Period Observed:
2001
b. Message Structure
Contents section, followed by short passages
linked back to the Labour Party Web site.
c. Frequency
Weekly
d. Message Content
Contents Section
Yes
Length
Approximately one page
Links
Multiple in text linking to the Labour web
site
Html v Text
Text
Viral
Yes

Labour eNews first and fastest in the second term
Keep up to date with Labour's second term with Labour eNews. Iffriends or colleagues
are interested in it, please forward it to them or tell them to log on to
http://www.labour.org.uk and put their email address in the yellow box on the front
•
le as that. 68
page. 1Tt ,s as szmp
e.

Purpose
Target Audience
While this is a general list it does tend to be more
for the Labour supporter than the general public.
Tone
Positive but slightly partisan
Themes
Few repeated policy issues but a general theme of
competence in government.
Feeding Passion
Not really attempted, although there is a good
section getting people to join the party.
f.

Commentary

This list is mechanically very sound, and has a pragmatic section to get people to join the
party. This is worth noting:

To join the party, renew your membership or ask us a question, call 08705 900200.
Calls are charged at the national rate and lines are open on Monday-Friday from 8am6pm and Saturdays from 1Oam-4pm. Or email us at info@new.labour.org.uk 69
v.

Conclusions

Email has been used extensively in electronic campaigns for some years. As
demonstrated by the almost all examples above it has not evolved beyond an approach of
this is the technology, lets use it. It has largely been used to target party supporters, or
to push information out regularly to large groups of people.
The mechanical use of email in ecampaigns is described in literature707172tidy this up, and
there are good live examples available, including the United Kingdom Labour Party and
68
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the Democratic National Committee. The Australian Labor Party also uses email well
mechanically. These examples, however, lack the kind of strategic direction that will
evolve, and is described in Chapter 8.
There is little literature considering the use of email for strategic campaign purposes. This
is reflected in the email evaluated, where there often appears to be no clear strategy
beyond use of the technology. Certainly there are no campaigns that appear to have
undertaken strategic steps like attempting to control the nations debates on issues that a
party or candidate want the nation to discuss, or targeting swing voters using the
intelligence of party members.
Most lists seem to assume that email will be read mainly by supporters. This, combined
with the chronic overuse of email by many campaigns, means that messages content will
probably not be as effective as it could be. Further, the clutter created by frequent email is
likely to mean that recipients are unlikely to read messages. This is supported by
information provided by ACT73 , who are one of the most prolific email users for
campaign purposes in the world.
The lack of strategic clarity is demonstrated further by the apparent ad hoc nature of the
issues discussed in messages. No campaign tracked focused on a very limited number of
key issues, reinforcing positions that would likely contribute to winning the campaign.
The combination of the using technology for technologies sake, over use of email and
lack of clear strategic direction mean that email campaigning has some considerable
distance until it reaches the state described in the best practice section of this thesis.
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Chapter Six
The National Party of New Zealand
Case Study of a Live Ecampaign
Section One:
Case Study of a Live Ecampaign
Part One

Hypothesis

The National Party Case Study aimed to test the following hypothesis:

The Internet can help National become the lead party in government after the next
election. 74
To test this hypothesis the following hypotheses were tested:
a. National could control the topic of discussion in New Zealand by getting members on
message.
b. National could empower and create passion in supporters by targeting them with on
specific email lists.
c. National could use the knowledge of party members to target swing voters by email.
d. National could out perfonn other parties in Diaspora voting by using knowledge of
members to target potential supporters off shore.
Part Two

Ecampaign Report

The National Party was opportunistically sampled, obtained by using contacts in the party
hierarchy. The National Party is the largest right wing party in New Zealand s
parliament. It is currently the main party of opposition.
This live case attempts to implement the theoretical description of best practice
ecampaigning in Chapter 8. The aim is to demonstrate that this is best practice, although
as this project does not encompass an election it is limited.
The outwardly visible part of the National Party electronic campaign is the web site:
www .national.org.nz
While this is the most obvious part of the ecampaign, the real intelligence is not seen, as
it is in the strategy, and the email campaign the strategy advocates.
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National Party Ecampaign

Strategy 2000/2001

This section describes the National Party Electronic Campaign Strategy. It deals with the
all aspects of the online campaign, often referring to supporting documents, with the
intent of providing a strategy that will allow National to become the lead party in
government following the next elections.

Contents
1.

11.
111.

iv.
v.
v1.
v11.
v111.
1x.
x.
x1.
xn.

Aims, Objectives and Constraints
Behaviour Modification
The Web Site & Sub Sites
a. Site Content
b. Sites for MPs and Electorates
c. Members Only
d. Targeting Swing Voters
e. Security
f. Modifying the Site
Linking the ecampaign to campaigns in other mediums
The ecampaign over the election cycle
Targeting of Swing Voters
Building Supporters Passion
Targeting Diaspora
Email Lists
Ecampaign Training
Promoting the Electronic Campaign
Online Fundraising

i.
Aims, Objectives and Constraints
This document describes what National is attempting to achieve with the online
campaign.
Aim
To be the lead party in government, following the 2002 election. 75
Objectives
1.
Integrate the ecampaign into the overall campaign
11.
Build strong email relationships with voters
111.
Build effective web sites in a variety of areas
1v.
Experiment and establish best practice over the next six months
v.
Train staff & volunteers on online campaigning
v1.
Provide a consistent message across all web sites and email lists
v11.
Target the swing voter throughout the election cycle
v111.
Have a web site that is the first information source for political issues for New
Zealanders.
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Constraints
Cost
ii.
Commitment from key people to make the web site work
111.
Time and staff available for development and training
1.

ii.

Behaviour Modification
To achieve the aims of the electronic campaign, certain behaviours need to be modified.
These behaviours are:
a.
Voting for National: Information needs to be provided that allows individuals to
decide to vote for National.
b.
Joining Email Lists: To be able to effectively communicate with a large
stakeholder base the campaign needs voters to join email lists. Information pushed out to
voters strategically is much more likely to be effective than trying to repeatedly pull
people into a web site.
c.
Returning to the Web Site: High rates of return to the site are desirable, as this
means that people value the information on the site, and their return gives National the
chance to repeatedly get their message across.
d.
Contributions, Volunteering, Joining: A strong base of donors, members and
volunteers will help win the next election. The ecampaign will focus on achieving this
goal.
iii.

The Web Site and Sub Sites76

The web site is the focal point of the entire ecampaign. A good site is crucial to the
campaign, although the use of email lists and pushing information to constituents is the
key to the success of the ecampaign.
The National Party has one chance to get the web site right, given the cost of
development. Considerable thought needs to be put into what the site should be trying to
achieve, with the intent of developing a site that lasts up to and even beyond the next
election. Given the high cost of ongoing upgrades, the site must be able to be upgraded
by National Party staff, preferably the person that creates the information or is
responsible for its dissemination.
iii. a

Web Site Content
To achieve the Nationals aims, the content of the web site is crucial. Content should be
relevant, interesting and structured so visitors get information in the depth that they
reqmre.
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i.
Depth:
Information should be provided in considerable depth. Text
content does not take long to download, and visitors will read considerable information in
areas that concern them.
ii.
Breadth:
Infonnation on all issues should be provided. The information has
largely been created already so providing it online is not a major issue.
m.
Structure:
The structure of the site should allow for visitors to find
information on the topics they are interested in quickly and easily (by having pragmatic
navigation). Information areas should be structured so there is a brief and succinct
description of Nationals position, with links to detailed information like policy
statements, speeches and press releases so these are easily accessible from the succinct
statement. This allows visitors to select the depth of information they require without
driving them away with too much detail, yet provides the detail for those who are
significantly interested.
iii. b Providing Sites for MPs & Electorates
The main National site should provide sub sites for each MP and electorate. Technically
this is straightforward and to do so has the following advantages:

a. Minimises costs: If each MP and electorate puts together their own site the total bill
will be high. If a scalable web site is developed with coding that can be easily used to
create sites permitting rapid duplication by National staff.
b. Knowledge Transfer: The National Party has a body of knowledge relating to what
constitutes best practice ecampaigns. By providing web sites skeletons that MPs and
electorates populate, this knowledge is transferred to people that will otherwise be
learning, in an ad hoc manner, lessons that National has already learned.
c. Security: Some centralised control can be maintained over the sites, ensuring that
they are secure (hackers have less chance of altering data).
d. Consistency: Providing web sites will ensure that appropriate branding is used
throughout the National family of web sites.
e. Control over Content: The central party will have control over content, with the
ability of mavericks to upload content that is detrimental to Nationals overall
campaign. This fonn of censorship would be light, but is arguably necessary
(remember the Greens site controversy before the last election).
m. c Members Only Section
Communication with party members will be different to communication with the general
public. Information will be different, with access to information about the party and a
much greater emphasis on getting members to join email lists, contribute and volunteer.
The tone will be more aggressive, criticising opponents and targeting weak opponents.
This part of the site should also be used to get party members to spread Nationals
message.
(See Empowering Supporters Section)
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iii. d Targeting Swing Voters
The public access part of the web site should be written with the swing voter in mind.
Language should be moderate in tone, and concentrate on demonstrating that opposing
parties are not as plausible and pragmatic as National. Given that swing voters will not
necessarily be interested in a huge amount of information, brief and succinct summaries
must be used, with more detail that can be accessed if the person is sufficiently interested.
(See Targeting Swing Voters Section)

m. e Web Site Security
One of the issues that National faces with such a large number of web sites is security.
National needs to have a secure system that prevents hackers from altering sites, as well
as a system for ensuring consistency across all sites, without overwhelming censorship.
Hacking
Preventing hackers from entering the site can largely be achieved through standard
security procedures, although these are not completely safe. In the event that the site is
hacked, speedy reinstatement of the original content should be made, and all possible
energy diverted to preventing the site from being hacked in the same manner again.
It would also be advisable for National to have a strategy in place for dealing with the
media in the event of hacking of the site. In the authors opinion such an event could be
used in Nationals favour, providing the opportunity to gain a large amount of press
coverage referring to the web site, but with little negative impact.
Back Ups
Backups should be automatically generated every 24 hours, with backups held for a
limited time.
iii. f Uploading to the site
As described above, a large number of people will require the ability to upload
information to the National site. For such a system to work successfully, the following
need to be put into place:
audit trails detennining who uploaded what.
a central point that approves all uploads to any part of the site, with an automated
request for approval when the site is edited. This will require seven-day a week
monitoring.
access controlled to only those parts of the site that a person should be uploading to
online training to pennit teaching of technically illiterate people to rapidly learn how
to update the site.
guidelines as to what is acceptable content, and what content is most likely to achieve
National s aims.

iv.
Linking the Ecampaign to Campaigns in Other Media
Consistency across media should be a key consideration of the electronic campaign. All
text content should be able to be used by any media, and all images, graphics and logos
should be consistent with the National brand.
As discussed in the promotional section below, National should use all surface area
opportunities to promote the web site. The web site gives National the opportunity to
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provide what should be appropriate information in appropriate depth to almost anyone, so
it makes sense to direct as many people as possible to the site.

v.
The Ecampaign over the Election Cycle
The electronic campaign will evolve over the election cycle, but the fundamentals, such
as the web site and email list technology, will not change.
(See Ecampaign over the Election Cycle in best practice section)
While traffic to the web site can be expected to increase, and information updates on the
site will be more frequent as they will be as the cycle progresses. The development of the
site structure will be completed in 2000. The site structure is not expected to change
dramatically in the next three years. Content will change regularly.
Email lists will be built over the cycle, with the technical or developmental aspects taken
care of in 2000. Lists built now will be invaluable in 2002, as National will have had two
years to build an electronic relationship with list members.
Perhaps the most important evolution over the cycle will be the testing and refining of the
message. Testing a variety of different options will allow the NaJional party to establish
what works best, rather than learning in the run up to the election.
vi.

Targeting Swing Voters

Given the National Party s aim, the ecampaign must target swing voters. Examples of
doing this in other electronic campaigns world wide are not in evidence, but this does not
mean National can not attempt to be the first to do so.
The key is the provision of moderate infonnation in differing depths on the web site.
Rhetoric and attacks on opponents should be removed from the public access section, as
this is unlikely to help swing voters make the decision to vote for National.
The smart use of National supporters to forward on email messages to swing voters is
something that needs to be implemented as soon as possible. This will allow for swing
voters to be targeted with appropriate messages that address issues that are of concern to
them, rather than sending all kinds of information to them about many subjects that have
no interest to them.
All text content that is available to the public should be moderate. It should be
reasonable, plausible and sensible, and avoid vitriolic attacks on opponents. While this
may not necessarily be in keeping with standard political behaviour, it is unlikely that
swing voters will respond positively to impassioned attacks on opponents in the standard
political form.

vi.

Building Supporters Passion

Targeting of swing voters is a key feature of winning the next election. The message that
these people respond to will be different from the message that motivates supporters to
volunteer, contribute or actively support the campaign. Within the broader campaign
supporters need to be specifically targeted.
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Targeting supporters may be achieved by providing them with the kind of information
that interests them and motivates them to be active in personally campaigning. This
requires a different language and approach to that used in the public domain information,
where swing voters are the main target.
Email lists can specifically target people with different inclinations. Messages should be
sent to supporters more frequently than non-supporters, and the content should be more
aggressive in tone, as well as asking for list members to volunteer or donate.
The web site also needs to provide information written for supporters. This information
should reside in a members only area, with a relatively simple access system permitting
members to access this information;
Targeting Diaspora

vii.

At the last election the Green Party did well from special votes cast by New Zealanders
living off shore (Diaspora). Historically right wing parties have done better out of votes
from offshore than left wing parties 77 ,footnote? and the Internet offers the opportunity for
National to boost this trend further in its favour.
Aims of Strategy

1.
2.
3.

Get Diaspora registered to vote
Get Diaspora to vote during the next election
Get party members actively recruiting Diasporas votes for National

Why New Zealanders Offshore Should Vote

I

National should develop some basic themes that encourage people offshore to vote. The
themes suggested should be tested, and used as a guide only.

I

Provide a vision for New Zealand that only a right wing government can implement.
Stress the creation of a country that Diaspora can afford to live in.
The current government is wrecking New Zealand by making it impossible for New
Zealand residents to earn a decent living, or if they do earn a decent living the Labour
lead government will take it back in taxes.
National will lower the tax rate and grow the economy so New Zealanders can be
paid reasonable salaries
Action

There are two potential approaches, one public and one private. The public campaign will
ensure better coverage but at the expense of showing parts of the strategy to competitors.
The private campaign will lower the coverage but will reduce the chances of the
competitors being able to copy the strategy.

77
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The broad coverage public campaign is recommended for the following reasons:
It is likely to increase the number of votes substantially.
Competitors will only see the public side of the campaign, not the smart part where
content is being forwarded on to Diaspora off shore by party members.
Experience suggests copiers do not get it right anyway, or are too busy doing other
things to completely copy the strategy. Many also suffer from the Not Invented
Here syndrome so will not use it anyway.
If the public campaign is adopted then the following need to be undertaken:

Add section to the National Web Site describing how to register to vote and how to
cast a vote. This should also have an email sign up facility so National can remind
voters of what they have to do to vote and by when before the next election.
Promote by monthly targeting through members as part of the Targeting Swing
Voters plan
Promote through National Leaders newsletter
Promote through signature files
Campaign Timeline
Add section to the web site
Create standard monthly newsletter encouraging voter registration to push out to
members for the next 12 months. In the final two months before the election sending
out messages to members that describe how to vote. These messages need to be
forwarded on to Diaspora that members know.
Include a link to the new section of the web site in all email newsletters, especially
the National Leaders newsletter.
Looking for a broader Right Wing Vote
This strategy is a relatively simple one, limited mainly by the number of contacts
National has. Extending the number of contacts to improve the overall right wing vote
may be prudent. To achieve this ACT should be encouraged to adopt a similar strategy.
ix.

Email Lists

Email lists are the critical part of the online campaign. While the web site is the public
focal point of the ecampaign, email is the area that offers any political party the most
opportunity. This is best illustrated by considering whether people are more likely to
repeatedly return to a web site or read an email message in their in box.
A large number of different lists should be available to visitor to the site. The web site
must be designed to allow easy subscription to email newsletters, and direct traffic to the
sign on pages, or to sign on to appropriate lists.
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Pushing information out is only going to be successful if the information is appropriate
and interesting. Effort should be made to establish what type of message is most
effective.
Strategic Use of Email

The strategic advance in email advocated to National is the use of lists that push
information out to selected members, who then forward on appropriate information to
their friends who are not necessarily National supporters.
Frequency

Email messages should not be overused. Taking into consideration that the aim is to get
people to vote for National, it is not pragmatic to send out endless amounts of
information like speeches or press releases. This will result in clutter, with recipients
receiving too many messages and not reading any of them.
x.
Ecampaign Training
Training to ensure consistency across the entire party is not as complex as it may first
seem, using online training. With the relatively large number of people who need to be
able to upload to the site combined with email list use, training needs to be scalable, and
easy to follow with the physical presence of a trainer.
Web Sites

The system for updating the web site that is advocated will mean that updating the site
will not be difficult, and learning how to do so will be easy. Online training programmes
are straightforward and should be able to be followed by many people with relative ease.
Email Lists

Email list use requires a small amount of training, with guides provided online. These
will include information about building lists, use of software and potential templates.
Some explanation as to why the template should be used is also necessary.
Perhaps the most powerful training tool for email list use is having major email lists like
Upton on line and Infonner using a standard template.
Guidelines
Guidelines for content and use of parts of web sites and email lists should be established,
with infonnation provided online.
xi.

Promoting the Electronic Campaign

A high quality web site and email list programme will not work without constituents
using them. Crucial to the success of the programme is the use of free ink and word of
mouth to promote the programme, as well as pushing information down through party
channels to get information to constituents.
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Senior MP s and party members need to actively promote the use of the Internet to ensure
that it is embraced throughout the party and the wider community. This has to be pushed
through the party to all electorate organisations.
xii.

Online Fundraising

Online fundraising is one the main reasons US politicians are going online. It is uncertain
as to the effectiveness of online donations in New Zealand, but National can easily set up
systems to create a flow of online donations.
The web site needs to have secure facilities to accept online donations. It should also be
designed in such a way as to direct traffic to the online donations page, and text content
should also direct traffic to secure part of the site.
While having a sound web site that accepts secure servers is essential to the fundraising
programme, the use of email lists will be crucial to the programme s success. People are
much less likely to go to the National site to donate if they are not prompted by email.
National should make building donations requests into the ecampaign, and building donor
specific email lists a matter of priority.
Campaign Commentary

The National Party were slow to adopt suggestions, and in many cases delayed
implementing suggestions for a considerable period of time, if they adopted them at all.
As a case in point the new web site is still not online in November 2001, even though the
structure and content was largely agreed upon in June of 2000. 78
The change of National Party leadership in late 2001 slowed things down further, and
chronic under funding problems also caused problems. Underfunding, however, is of
limited value as an excuse as demonstrated by the Independent Pipfruit Growers
Association in Chapter 7.
The lack of adoption of a clear email strategy was probably the biggest problem, with
National using email ineffectively. A variety of members used email lists for a variety of
purposes, but all got email mechanics wrong. The strategy behind most of the lists was,
however, almost non existent, and their was no cohesion between the party and individual
members.

Part Three

Conclusions

The National Party case study was disappointing, as while it provided an opportunity to
create campaign methodology it was not possible to test the hypothesis above rigorously.
This was for a variety of reasons, including lack of finances available to National, lack of
buy in from National people, and a general lack of clear campaign strategy. This was in
78
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part because the two-year duration of this thesis did not include an election, and included
the replacement of an ineffective, technology driven leader79 •
Of the subsidiary hypotheses, none can have been said to be successfully proven. This,
however, is more a reflection the lack of progress made in the project, rather than the
hypotheses being disproven.
National fell into the trap of considering that the technology was more important than the
strategy. The former leader demanded technical features that none of the major campaign
sites in Australia, the United Kingdom or United Kingdom had80 . Further, there was no
clear strategic direction, or focus on issues that actually mattered to the electorate until
late 2001. This impacted negatively on the use of email.
As a case study, the National Party ecampaign provided considerable value to this
research, even though it was largely unsuccessful. It allowed for rigorous discussion,
development, testing of best practice, though unfortunately it did not allow for much
refining due to the lack of implementation. The live case also pennitted an understanding
of the political process within a party, and how technology personnel lack the strategic
clout to get technology used effectively. This can be backed up by considering the
ecampaigns of the other New Zealand parties, which are all not strategic and largely
ineffective.
Unfortunately, despite the value of the project, the current state of the National Party
ecampaign does not provide live examples that can be included in the best practice part of
this thesis.
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Chapter Six
The National Party of New Zealand
Case Study of a Live Ecampaign
Section Two:
National Party Working Documents
This section demonstrates how the mechanical part of the National Party strategy,
outlined above, was implemented. It includes some strategic information but is largely
demonstrating the mechanics of implementing the strategy, especially in the development
of a web site that met National s strategic needs.
Some attempt was made to harmonise standards for use of technology across the party.
The suggested development of a web site that could spawn smaller sites for MPs or
electorates will be implemented, providing both low cost development costs to MPs, and
consistency across party web sites. The email guidelines also suggest the opportunity for
similar consistency across the ecampaign, but have not really been adopted.
In November 2001 the new web site has yet to go live, and email is used in a sporadic
and largely non-strategic manner. The site will go live before the end of the year
according to current advice from the party. 81
Many of these documents were developed with input from Paul Smith, the Information
Technology Strategy Manager for the Leader of the Opposition.
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i.
Proposal to Leader of Oppositions Team
The Internet offers the National Party the opportunity to widely disseminate infonnation
to a large audience at almost no cost. To be taken seriously, National needs a coherent,
consistent strategy with a high quality web site as a focal point.
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What is wrong with the current online offering?

The currently web sites and use of mailing lists does not use the medium anywhere near
as effectively as is could be. This is for a variety of reasons:
Web Site Design is out of date - see:
www .algore2000.com
www.georgewbush.com
www.alp.com.au
www.labour.org.uk
www.conservative.org.uk
www.act.org.nz
Compare these with Nationals sites, which are probably two to three years out of date in
design terms.
Expensive: For an efficient web site campaign, web sites should be able to be
uploaded by the person responsible for the content. This cuts out the middle editor, an
unjustifiable expense given the technology. Security problems relating to appropriate use
of content can be overcome by having a single person that approves all uploads before
they go live on the web site.

The lack of a consistent design is also expensive. National can expect to have a variety of
people and organisations (MP s, Policy Areas, Electorates) demanding web sites in the
current election cycle, and sooner rather than later. To create a new site for each of them
is inefficient and expensive. A good web site design company will design templates for
additional sites.
Control: There is also a lack of control over the sites - there is no consistency in design,
format, branding and content. Web Sites in the National family, including sites like
Upton Online, Walking with Dinosaurs and bobsimcock.co.nz, have been created in an ad
hoc manner. Knowledge gained by the people that are succeeding online has not been
share with others in the party that could take advantage of this knowledge.
Why is a good web site needed?

While email lists make or break an online campaign, it is difficult to get people to take
any campaign seriously without a carefully developed web site. This is both in terms of
design and content - National have the theoretical understanding of what makes a good
web site, but the current approach does not do this. Without the credibility provided by a
good web site Nationals ecampaign will struggle.
The second reason is that the current web sites are inefficient, not scalable, and
expensive. Thirdly, key behaviours are not being modified due to an inconsistent strategy
- there is no real attempt to get people to opt on to email lists, spread Nationals message,
join party or contribute.
Finally, there is no centralised control over the site family, with no consistent branding or
structure that shows the image National wants to create.
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Use of Email Lists

The web site is an important part of the electronic campaign, but without the use of
substantial email lists the campaign will be ineffective. This is, however, a chicken and
egg situation, with a good site needed to capture email addresses before contact can be
made.
Cost of suggested site

The cost of the suggested site, with support over two years, will be between $50-70K. All
text up-grades will be carried out by National staff associated with the creation of the
text. Additional sites would be created rapidly by National staff using a standard
template. (For instance, the template could be used to put together an attack site to target
a government policy, or a policy area).
Email lists will not cost anything further, with National staff being able to run these
successfully with minimal training.
Reducing the cost of the Site

A good brief that is followed by a good design company will allow for a lot of value to be
created from a moderate amount of money. Scalability in design reduces ongoing costs to
nothing or almost nothing. Additional sites can be created internally by National quickly
and efficiently, based on a template giving a standard format, rather than creating a new
site every time.
It is not inconceivable that the site can make substantial money through a stream of
online donations. McCain took a huge amount of money from his site (up to US$2m per
day) and while this is not likely to happen with the National site, constructive use of
email and a good web site will dramatically increase Nationals ability to repeatedly
request donations. (The cost of direct mail-outs prevents this).
Another area where National can reduce the direct cost to the central part of the site is in
charging MPs and electorates for web sites. This is a win- win situation. National can
provide a standard format site (controlling content and providing a carefully throughout
and structured site), at a huge discount to MPs. The MPs and electorates will all require a
site, and each of these sites developed independently will cost around $5000 each per
year, without any consistency. National would be providing MPs with real value by
providing them their own site, domain names and hosting for around $1000- $1500 per
year. How long will the site last?
If the site is put together correctly, and is scalable, the site should last up to the next
election (and beyond). A very good web design company will create a site that is flexible
and easy to change by people with limited technical knowledge.
In the fast moving world of the Internet, several major sites have not changed
dramatically over a number of years. CNN s site and the Daily Telegraph online have
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been using the same basic structure for about five years, so it is not unrealistic to expect
that Nationals site can last for three years or more.
Why Act Now?
It is not unrealistic to expect that the Internet will pay a huge role in winning the next

election. The ability to communicate repeatedly and at no cost to voters is what the
Internet offers - and is not being used by National. But without a good, scalable web site
National will incur large ongoing costs, as well as miss out on capturing email addresses
and being able to push information out to voters.
At the stage of the election cycle with a year to an election, it is crucial that National is
aggressively collecting email addresses so messages can be sent out to interested parties.
National has the opportunity to build detailed supporters lists and push out information
about the issues that matter, without the message being diluted or ignored by the press. A
good web site is crucial to the capture of email addresses. Further, this is an emerging
medium, and National needs to trial a number of approaches (all through email) to see
what type of strategy is the most effective. It is difficult for this to occur without a
credible web site.

ii.

Policy Area Web Sites

Web Site Guide

MPs have indicated an interest in the development of specific policy web sites. This
document describes how to achieve the most with a policy site.
The Bigger Picture

The web site is only a small component of the bigger picture.
Even in an eCampaign, the web site is of secondary importance to the development and
use of email lists. A web site provides information only to those that it can pull in,
whereas an email list pushes information out to interested parties. And the Internet is not
a panacea for poor or unpopular policies
A Web Site

A specific policy web site will be part of the current National site, although it may appear
to be a site in its own right, as is www.tax.org.nz.
The site should aim to build relationships with constituents, with the longer-tenn aim of
modifying their behaviour so they vote National at the next election. It should encourage
visitors to send email to the person responsible for the site and join email subscription
lists.
Technical Considerations

A site should be simple to use and navigate.
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It must have a pragmatic design that allows easy upgrades. Changes to the site content

should be able to be made by MPs staff members using word or a similar text-editing
program.
Content

Content should provide real information.
Apart from having email subscription facilities on every page of the web site, the most
important part of any web site is its content. Content should provide information on a
variety of levels - a succinct summary at the top level, with links to more depth at lower
levels for those that are interested in it.
Do not be afraid to go into considerable depth - but make sure that this is on pages linked
to from the summary, not on the first page a visitor gets to. The tone of any open access
web site should always be moderate, alienating no one. Concepts should be reasonable,
sensible and plausible. Remember the swing voter.
A Question and Answer section is suggested, although this can be time consuming if all
questions are answered. It does, however, encourage sought after communication from
constituents.
The Stage of Election Cycle

A web site/ eCampaign will evolve as the election cycle progresses. With the election so
far away, the key is to start capturing email addresses and building strong relationships
with constituents.
Chat Rooms, Live Online Platform Writing and Other Fancy Technology

Do not use these.
There will be pressure to provide these features in any web site when the aims of the site
have not been carefully considered. In the experience of the authors, there is little value
in these facilities, partly because they require a large online population regularly
contributing to them (which often does not exist). This type of feature also attracts odd
people who voice their way out opinions - which provides little value to the site and
requires a great deal of moderation.
Communicating with constituents can be effectively achieved by email, without any of
the associated problems of the features above.
Internet Aims

Members are encouraged to remain focused on the following aims:
in the long term get voters to vote National
get email addresses from interested parties
build relationships by email
Online endeavours should be based around these goals. People are coming to the web site
to fmd out about policies, not see the latest web site technology in action.
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Getting People to your Site

A site that is not visited is of limited use. A clear strategy needs to be in place to get
people to return to the site - the key features of this strategy will be regular updates of
information and use of an email list. Beyond this, attempting to get news media coverage
will increase the numbers of visits.
Press Section

Get email addresses of the media.
MPs should seriously consider the creation of a separate Press Section, devoted entirely
to providing information to the press. MPs are also encouraged to build email lists for
appropriate members of the press.
Suggested Sites

To see some of the best political web sites available:
www.alp.com.au
www.georgewbush.com
www.arcadia.co.nz (Join Upton-on-line s email list)

www.algore2000.com
www .buchananrefonn.com

Electorate Web Sites

There is little knowledge of best practice ecampaigning for individual electorates.
Constituency MP s interested in campaigning in their electorate through the net should
contact Paul Smith or Simon Lusk.
Theoretical Documentation around ecampaigning

The following documents that underpin electronic campaigning theory may be obtained
from Simon Lusk (slusk@clear.net.nz).
1.
eCampaign Strategy
11.
Integrating the Internet into the Campaign Cycle
111.
Best Practice eCampaign Web Sites
1v.
Best Practice eCampaign Email Lists
v.
Best Practice Electorate eCampaigns
v1.
Political Web Site Reviews
m.
National Party Web Site
Request for Proposal
Strictly Confidential
The National Party invites you to submit a proposal for the development of the new
National Party Scalable Web Site.
The Proposal is to be received by:
Paul Smith
Infonnation Technology Manager
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The Leader of the Opposition s Office
Parliament Buildings
Wellington
No later than 16.00h Monday September 11th. Please note that proposals will be reviewed
on Tuesday the lih.
The proposal should be:
Submitted in triplicate on paper
Submitted by email in Microsoft Word format to paul.smith@parliament.org.nz
Include details of:
Previous work (web sites including relevant URLs from within specific sites that
demonstrate features required by the National Party)
At least three clients with web sites of the scale of Nationals who will act as
references
Estimate of costs
Estimate of development time
Short listing will conclude by Friday 15th of September. Companies with proposals shortlisted will be contacted early in the following week.
For clarification or further information please contact Simon Lusk on 025 227 0081 or
slusk@clear.net.nz (preferred communication is by email). National have a very clear
understanding of what is required, so if this is not articulated in the RFP please contact
Simon for clarification.
Contents

Part One
1.
Preamble
ii.
Description
iii.
Scope
IV.
Influencing Sites
v.
Mandatory Features
v1.
Prohibited Features
VIL
Uploading to the Site
vm. Upload Training
IX.
Creation of New Pages and New Sub Sites
x.
Servers
x1.
Secure Servers
xn.
Secure Members Only Area
xm.
Integration with Nationals Back End Systems
XIV.
Provision of Information
xv.
Statistics
xvi.
Concluding Comments
Part Two
1.
Web Site Map
Part Three
1.
Site Within A Site
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Preamble

The National Party is currently the major opposition party in the New Zealand
Parliament. The National Party Web Site will be one of the key components of Nationals
electronic campaign.
Respondents are encouraged to demonstrate that they have the capability to deliver all the
features described in the RFP. Close attention should be to the mandatory features.
Proposals that do not describe how National party staff will be able to update the site
regularly and add new sites (Site within a Site concept) will be immediately rejected.
Given the tight RFP document and detailed site map, National does not anticipate
responses to include e charges for project management or additional Internet consultancy.
Description

The National Party web site is part of Nationals eCampaign. It will be a dynamic site
with regular upgrades in a huge number of areas. Security issues are of paramount
importance, together with zero downtime.
National require a comprehensive web site that has the following attributes:
Updateable: Easy to up date by anyone that has basic computer skills, not html skills.
Updates to the site should be made by low cost staff (PA or secretary with almost no
training), with minimal need for support beyond static online help files.
Scalable: It is not unreasonable to suggest that National will require anything up to
200 sites by the next election. This includes policy area sites, sites for each electorate,
each list member, each specific campaign. New sites need to be added by National
Staffers at no cost beyond the initial first time setup fee (See Site within a Site
Concept). A basic template that allows rapid construction of a new site would permit
this. The successful proposal will address this feature in depth.
Secure: With such a large number of sites and the potential for such a large number
of people to update them, central control over content is important. Control over all
sites contents needs to be exercised by one or two people, preventing embarrassing or
politically inept content being uploaded. A system of editing rights and final upload
rights must be described in depth. Short listed proposers will be asked to provide
demonstrations of this ability.
Integration with Nationals backend database: National has contact management
databases that will be updated both manually and via information gained from the
web site. The databases may contain individual or business details concerning contact
details and issue interests.
Email List Facilities: National envisages the site will be a focal point for the sign up
to a variety of email lists. Submission forms (as with www.georgewbush.com) must
be provided, with the code behind this available for Nationals IT staff to be able to
duplicate this in other areas of the site.
Scope of the New Internet Presence Project

The scope of the project is as follows:
1.
Design a site that takes into account the above requirements
11.
Site design for the attached site map.
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111.
1v.
v.
v1.
v11.

Provide specific site region templates that Nationals staff can use to create new
sections of the site.
Train a limited number of National Staff to populate the site without the
knowledge of HTML & provide static online help files.
Provide systems for secure updating of the site by a relatively large number of
people.
Provide email list systems to build lists that National requires. This system must
be scalable.
Provide a secure server to accept online donations.

Influencing Sites
The following political sites have influenced the National Party in coming up with our
intended site design:
Bush 2000
www.georgewbush.com
Republican National Committee
www.rnc.org
Gore 2000
www.algore2000.com
Democratic National Committee
www .democrats.org
Australian Labor Party
www .alp.org.au
Mandatory Features
Generic
1.
Designed to be viewed by an 800 x 600 monitor
11.
Designed to be viewed in Netscape 4.0 or Internet Explore 4.0 or higher
iii.
Text only navigation at the bottom of the page
Specific
1.
Congruent with Nationals branding
11.
Email list subscription function (See www.georgewbush.com for an example) on
every page
111.
Contact by email (with changeable script so the appropriate persons email may
be inserted on any page).
1v.
Buttons on the bottom of every page with the following functions:
Email this page to a friend
Feedback (email appropriate person in National Party)
Bookmark this page
Printer Version (see www.clickz.com for an example of this)
v1.
See attached documents for Main Site & Site within a Site maps.
Prohibited Features
1.
Excessive download speeds (pages to be no more than 45k)
11.
Frames
111.
Pages that require plug-ins that are not pre installed with Netscape or Internet
Explore 4.0.
1v.
Uploads of text and images that can only be made by the developing company
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Uploads
Regular uploading new information to the site is a key part of the ecampaign. Uploads
must be easy, quick and able to be carried out by a large number of different people. This
must be balanced by the fact that inappropriate information should not be uploaded, and
all uploads must able to be tracked.
i.
Editors:
With such an extensive site it is not unrealistic to
expect that over 200 people will want to upgrade parts of the site. These site editors will
have the following characteristics.
no html knowledge
want to make text and basic image uploads
want to make text uploads from word files maintaining basic formatting
limited access to only the parts of the site that they are responsible for
different classes of users with different access rights and different upload abilities
ii.
Upload Security:
All uploads to be approved by the site administrator before
being uploaded to the server.
m.
Audit Trail:
All uploads must be able to be traced from the originator to
the administrator to the final upload.
Upgrade Training
Training needs to be provided for a limited number of key staff. Detailed training guides
will be online, with an average user able to work out how to upload pages based on the
online guides.
The guides should be simple as many of the people responsible for uploads will be of
very limited technical ability.
Creation of New Pages and Sections
(Site within a Site Concept - See attached document)
The site design must be scalable, so National can use templates to add new pages or
create new sections to the site. Templates will include the ability for Nationals graphic
design staffers to create navigation buttons & text that can be added to the basic template.
National would like to draw Web Developers attention to the fact that such a scalable
system should have the same operating cost for creating the first site to the nth site.
Servers
The National Party requires that the site has no downtime. Suggestions for achieving this
should be included in the proposal. It would appear inevitable that the site should be
hosted on more than one server.
Secure Server
Provision for secure collection of online donations and online purchases of National
merchandise is mandatory.
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Secure Members Only Area
Secure members only area will be part of the site. This will have the following:
log on with user name and password
user name and password saved for a particular user to allow repeat entry without
having to re-enter details
entry to members only area based on log ins, not on having a URL for a particular
part of the site
Form to include signup for a variety of different email lists and collection of other
relevant data that can be integrated seamlessly to the current National databases.

Integration with Back End Systems

The integration with additional databases must be secure and seamless. The current
databases are based on standard fields and tables using MS Access but further integration
with additional databases is envisaged.
Ongoing Support
The National Party would like details of a range of options for ongoing support, bearing
in mind that the nature of the initial project demands scalability. The site design should
remain functional for the next two years, so major redesigns are not envisaged.
Provision of Information
The National Party will provide all appropriate content and graphics on CD Rom to the
successful firm.
Statistics
Password protected statistical pages are necessary. Simple statistical information about
traffic through particular pages should be available to those who have editing rights to a
particular page.
Concluding Comments
Given the tight design brief, the detailed documentation of the scope of the project and
the provision of all relevant infonnation, the National Party believes that is a relatively
straightforward, if large, project. While suggestions for changes to the proposed site will
be welcomed, please be aware that we have a very clear idea of where the web fits into
our electronic campaign. Our ecampaign team will take considerable convincing to
dramatically alter our approach.
We envisage that the successful proposal will clearly and coherently demonstrate your
firm s ability to design a web site quickly and effectively to the specifications of this
document. Please note we view our site as an opportunity to provide value to our
stakeholders, not an opportunity for a web design shop to demonstrate how clever they
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are. As such we do not require elaborate design as we are attempting to communicate
with our stakeholders, not win web design awards.
Should you require any further information please contact Simon Lusk, who is managing
this project on behalf of the National Party.
Yours faithfully
Paul Smith
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iv.

National Party Web Site Map

The National Web Site will have a relatively simple structure (as with
www.georgewbush.com and www.algore.com). The features of the main page graphical
navigation will appear on all pages of the main National Web Site and include:
Home
Policies
Electorates
Members of Parliament
Press Section
Party Members Only
Joining National
Contributing to National
Contact National
Signup for Email Lists (as with the sites listed above).
Text Based Navigation
Each of the above areas will have a text navigation function at the bottom of every page,
and a text email National function.
At the end of the text content of every page there will also be the following functions:
Email this page to a friend
Feedback (email appropriate person in National Party)
Bookmark this page
Printer Version
For clarification or further infonnation please contact Simon Lusk on 025 227 0081 or
slusk@clear.net.nz (preferred communication is by email). National have a very clear
understanding of what is required, so if this is not articulated in the site map please
contact Simon.
v.

National Party

Site within a Site

The National Party must be able to create new web sites that form part of the National
web site but appear to have a separate identity. Code to permit Nationals graphic design
and publishing staff to add sites at will must be provided.
The generic form of any new site will be:
Graphical Navigation (scalable so National can add or remove navigation buttons
according to the demands of the site).
Email List Sign Up
Link to National s Site
At the end of the text content of every page there will also be the following functions
Email this page to a friend
Feedback (email appropriate person in National Party)
Bookmark this page
Printer Version (see www.clickz.com for an example of this)
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Text Navigation at the bottom of the page
For clarification or further information please contact Simon Lusk on 025 227 0081 or
slusk@clear.net.nz (preferred communication is by email). National have a very clear
understanding of what is required, so if this is not articulated in the site map please
contact Simon.
vi.

Informer Strategy

The value provided by Informer email newsletter is not being maximised. This document
considers how National s parliamentary team can build the list and improve the results of
the message.
Content
The content of informer is strong, although it would be desirable to link the informer
stories back to deeper discussion of issues on the National web site.
Some attempt to promote other National Party endeavours through the informer may be
sensible. Email is flexible so it is possible to experiment.
Building the List
The current informer list could be easily extended, by taking a few basic steps.
Template
The easiest way to build the list is to use the McDonalds technique of asking Do you
want fries? prompting people to forward each issue of Infonner on to others that may be
interested in reading it. A suggested template is at the end of the document.
Note: The current template is not good. National is the only party that mails out a word
document. No other major party in the English speaking world uses an attached word
document, mainly because people will usually read the text message they receive by
email, and also because many email recipients filter out large email messages, so they do
not receive the attachment. Further complications arise from virus attaching themselves
to files sent by email, something that does not happen if there is no attachment
Signature Files
As many staffers as possible should have a signature file like the following (amend to
taste):
Firstname Lastname
Job Title
National Party
www .national.org.nz
Please email me if you would like to join Nationals Informer Newsletter to find out what
is really going on in the house
From the Web Site
If Informer is Nationals major list, subscribing to it should be heavily featured on the
web site - prominent page position given to sign on function etc.
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Crossovers with other Lists
Other National lists - Tax Talk and Upton Online should be used to promote the
Informer, as the Informer should be used to promote these lists. (Anyone thinking that
Upton Online is distinct from National should remember that the defining feature of
Simon Upton is that he is a National MP and the public associate him with this position.
There is little virtue in attempting to build separate brands, but considerable in attempting
to build a single one.)
Asking Members to Join
A strategy to trickle down through the party requests that members email someone to
request they are added to the email list should be put in place. This will create the best
long-term results - people who are likely to join need to be asked to.
Suggested Template
This template is based around Bush and Gore s email newsletter formats.
The Informer - Sunday 10 September 2000 - # 16
A weekly newsletter from National's Parliamentary Team

In this week s Informer
Topic One
Topic Two
Topic Three
Topic Four
Topic Five
Please forward (not redirect) this issue of Informer on to anyone else who may be
interested in the issues discussed this week.

***********************
Content in its current form.

1••·········································································
Please forward (not redirect) this issue of Informer on to anyone else who may be
interested in the issues discussed this week.
To subscribe or give suggestions email informer@national.org.nz or phone (04) 4719210.
The views expressed in The Informer are not necessarily those held by the National
Party.
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vii.

National Party Bulk Email Policy

Sending Email to lists or multiple recipients
This memo is to give guidance to people who send bulk emails out, on behalf of National
or the Parliamentary Wing, on best practice guidelines to follow. Email is a powerful
communication tool and a preferred one for National to use, but it can also upset people
who receive unsolicited emails, especially if badly formatted, unreadable or very large.
Following the guidelines below should minimise the number of complaints you get and
make email communication more effective
Who you send to
As a general rule of thumb you should not send bulk email to anyone who has not
requested to receive it. The exception is people you may have personal contact with such
as party members. The challenge for National is to solicit permission from people to give
us their email addresses so we can send them targeted information, but not to send it
unsolicited. Unsolicited bulk email is commonly known as spam, and every Internet
provider in NZ bans this. The reason unsolicited email is banned is because unlike postal
junk male where the sender pays the delivery cost, with email the recipient pays much of
the cost and hence tends to get annoyed at being forced to pay for someone's else's
advertising.
Subject Line
If sending out a newsletter don't just stick "Newsletter" in the subject line. Some people
get over 100 emails a day and don't have time to open every single one and read it
thoroughly. So try and be specific in your subject line as to what the newsletter is on etc.
How to Send
The critical part of sending the message is to place the email addresses in the BCC (Blind
Carbon Copy) field, not the CC (Carbon Copy) field. If you use the carbon copy field
every member of the list sees every other list members address. Hillary Clinton s
campaign made this mistake. Many supporters had to change email addresses as they
were receiving unsolicited mail from large numbers of people opposed to Hillary.
Attachments
Most email newsletters are done just as plain email messages with no attachments. This
is actually preferable as it is cheaper (an attached file can be 10 - 100 times larger than a
plain text message), there is no chance of a virus, it is 100% compatible and readable, and
also the recipient doesn't have to open another application to read your newsletter.
(Remember your aim is to communicate with 100% of the people on your list, not
demonstrate you are a good desk top publisher. Fancy graphics and formatting are often
lost, or come across as unreadable on older email browsers).
So only use an attached file if you have graphics or formatting which can't be done in
plain email message. You should also consider the option of sending out by email a plain
text version but having a link to a web site where they can view or download a fonnatted
vers10n.
If you are going to include an attachment with your bulk email then the preferred format
is an Adobe Acrobat (pdf) file. Adobe Acrobat Reader is freely available over the
Internet and widely used. There is also no chance of a virus with an Acrobat file. MS
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Word is often also used as an attached file, but these can carry viruses and also not
everyone has MS Word - it is a commercial product people have to pay for.
The above guidelines on attachments do not apply to internal emails or those to a small
group of people - it is more when sending emails out to a large group of people.

Size
If you do include attached files try and minimise the size of graphics etc so the attached
file is not over 150K in size. Those on home modems will take a minute or so to
download an email with 150K attachment. If you send out a 2MB attachment this could
tie their phone line up for half an hour or so and they will get very irate with you and
National.
Links
Remember to make good use of the Internet and have links to web sites where possible in
your newsletter, and promote National's web site. A lot more people will just click on a
link to go to a web site than copy it down from a pamphlet, tum on their computer,
connect to the Internet and then enter it in.
Unsubscribe Information
It is normally a good idea with bulk email that you send to a list of email addresses to
include with each email information on how people remove themselves from your list,
and also how other people can join the list. You may also want to state if it is an internal
(not to be circulated widely) newsletter or one where you encourage people to pass it on
to others they know who may be interested so they can subscribe also.
Removals
If people ask to be removed from your email lists, you should always do so without
question. Make sure you have a way of recording these so they do not get added back on
again in future.
viii.

National Party eCampaign

Discussion Document
Prepared by Simon Lusk

This discussion document outlines the potential for National to obtain long term
competitive advantage by targeting individual voters through the Internet. It does not
deal extensively with the upcoming election; as this is too close to make dramatic
changes or additions to campaign strategy.
The focus is based around an ends rather than a means approach, and treats the medium
as distinct - if this is not done then the online offering will be inadequate, and the
opportunity lost.
The end that is trying to be achieved is the long-term behaviour modification of voters to
have them become loyal National supporters. This is based around cost effective, ongoing
individual targeting ofpeople, principally by email with a pragmatic web site backing it
up.
Circulation:
David Farrar, Peter Smith
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Section One
Basic Premise
This is the section that the reset of the document is based around and the area where the
author s knowledge is most limited.
Key Premise:

Long term modification of swing voters behaviour will create the greatest possible value
to National.
Please comment on this.
Section Two
The Opportunity
Embracing of Medium by all National Stakeholders
Driven by respected, credible individual with high status in party. Preferably the party
leader, who personally endorses it, and is seen to do so.
Force all senior and influential people to complete series of Internet courses that
articulate the what that eCommerce has and will continue to change the world, so
they can understand the value of eCommerce.
Describe the motivations and benefits of using the net to target individuals directly.

Long term individual targeting through cost advantages of the medium
Use oflimited volunteers
Careful articulating of appropriate national policies
Change in nature of Campaigning
$ win elections
Specific targeting wins elections
Competitive Advantage
National Supporters are Online
Competitors are not to the extent that Nationals are
Competitors behind the eight ball
Moving beyond the Traditional Campaign
Reality based
Money, not volunteers wins elections
Individual targeting is possible and provides huge advantage
Ethics of Unsolicited email
From friends so a step away from National
Ethics are overrated by technologists, not realists
Underpinning value should be economic, not moral

Section Three

Specific Recommendations

Aim
Long Tenn Behaviour Modification
- Work through next election and beyond
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Low Budget Strategy
Use email
Volunteers to provide intelligence
Targeting Individuals using Intelligence of Members
Voluntary approach
Targeting swing voters
Targeting Swing Voters
Reasonable Approach
No Overt Politicising
Positives of Nationals Policies
General Themes
Moderate message making National Votable
Surreptitiously political
Central Lists
Extensive topics covered
Some opportunity to tailor message on same issue in several ways
Electorate Lists
Opportunity to raise and maintain MPs and potential candidates profiles
Virtual pressing of the flesh
Web Site
Moderate Approach
Move to sophisticated intelligent web site as soon as this can be justified
Target individual voters
Build Lists though not as important as building smart lists of committed National
supporters through other channels
Short term eCampaign for special issue
Change in electoral system or victims rights
Dummy run for the next election
Learn lessons when it does not matter too much
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Chapter Seven
Independent Pipfruit Growers Association
Case Study of a Live Ecampaign
The Independent Pipfruit Growers Association provided the opportunity to actively
participate in a live, single issue campaign, with the Internet being crucial to the success
of the campaign. A low budget, small team and a good relationship with the lobbyists
mean that the authors strategy was adopted almost entirely, and the campaign was
successful.

Part One

Hypothesis

The hypothesis tested in the Independent Pipfruit Growers Association case was:
Using email regularly and repeating simple messages, an ecampaign can contribute to the
major transformation of opinion.

Part Two
i.

Ecampaign Report

The Independent Pipfruit Growers Association & the Pipfruit Industry

The Independent Pipfruit Growers Association was a privately funded lobby group
opposing ENZA s monopoly on New Zealand pipfruit exports. It was founded in 1998,
and actively campaigned against the fifty-year-old monopoly that ENZA held for
exporting pipfruit.
In 1998 & 1999 the one full time lobbyist talked to as many orchardists as possible, and
attended and organised a number of industry events. The Independent Pipfruit Growers
Association was not as effective as it might have been, as one man could not talk to all
orchardists often enough to create a change in the way the industry saw the export
monopoly. Perception in the industry was that a single desk seller was the only sensible
approach, with smaller growers likely to be ruined if they did not have the monopoly
protecting them from ruthless independent exporters82 •
This perception was enhanced by the ruthless exporters being behind the Independent
Pipfruit Growers Association, together with ENZA having a very effective publicity
machine, based on frequent contact with the orchardists whose fruit they were selling.
ENZA were largely able to gloss over their inefficiencies, and convince the majority of
growers that a continuation of the export monopoly was in their best interests.
The pipfruit industry has suffered exceptionally badly from a world oversupply, with
many orchardists struggling for viability. Returns to growers have been at or below
82
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breakeven for a number of years, and many orchardists had their orchards possessed by
banks who feared that the returns provided by apple industry would never permit loans to
be repaid.
Even with the backdrop of orchardists struggling due to the prevailing market conditions
and repeated ENZA failure, they were so indoctrinated by the rhetoric of ENZA and the
single desk seller approach they were unwilling to have the monopoly removed.
Successive governments had refused to change the legislation governing the export of
pipfruit, citing a lack of grower willingness to move away from a single desk seller. To
have the legislation changed the Independent Pipfruit Growers Association had to
convince the pipfruit growers that it was in their best interests to change and have the
monopoly removed.
In April of 2000, the Independent Pipfruit Growers Association decided it needed to
increase contacts with growers, as one man talking would not change growers opinions.
The increase in contact was problematic, as the Independent Pipfruit Growers
Association was not well funded, and could not afford regular mail drops or regular
advertising. Email s low cost provided the only realistic option for the Independent
Pipfruit Growers Association, so an email campaign was developed in conjunction with
the author.
While the aim of the campaign was to remove the export monopoly to allow the
stakeholders in the Independent Pipfruit Growers Association to export their apples
directly, the real change needed was in changing the growers opinion on the monopoly.
This would give Independent Pipfruit Growers Association the ability to force the
government to remove the monopoly, or force ENZA to voluntarily change the way it
operated, to permit others to export pipfruit directly.
In a broader context, growers were getting most of their information from the press, a
press that was either impartial or took the side of the ENZA monopoly, often because
those against the monopoly were not sufficiently well known by journalists to be
contacted for an opinion. ENZA enjoyed further advantages from its consistent
communication with growers, indirectly paid for by the growers.
ii.

Independent Pipfruit Growers Association Email Strategy

The Independent Pipfruit Growers Association email strategy was developed in April
2000, being refined over a number of months. The email campaign had the three key
aims. The first was to have weekly contact with growers and other industry stakeholders.
The second was to consistently reinforce several key themes. These themes were
designed to convince the growers that the export monopoly was not the only option.
The fmal aim was to change the way the industry debated the monopoly, having them
aware of arguments against the monopoly, and allowing the Independent Pipfruit
Growers Association to control the debate on industry refonn. Controlling the debate in
the industry was crucial to winning support from growers, as without it growers would
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fall back on arguments for the monopoly that had been used for decades, and had often
not been refuted by simple, clear arguments.

iii.

Implementation

With a low budget, the Independent Pipfruit Growers Association was compelled to
borrow a computer, running Microsoft Outlook Express as its email browser. Message
content was created by Independent Pipfruit Growers Association lobbyist Van Howard,
and was kept very simple.

Key Themes
The key themes of the Independent Pipfruit Growers Association s email campaign were
simple and clear cut. Some could be overtly stated, with others having to be implied due
to their sensitive nature. The overt themes were:
a. Growers had a choice between the ENZA monopoly and selling direct or to other
exporters. The title of the email newsletter was Choice #? - The Independent
Pipfruit Growers Association Newsletter.
b. Growers could make considerably more money if they were able to export themselves
or sell to exporters other than ENZA.
c. ENZA were an inept organisation that consistently missed market opportunities for
growers that would improve returns. These returns were being achieved by those
independents fortunate enough to gain permits to export
d. ENZA were a wasteful organisation with a large bureaucracy that cost vastly more
than it should have to export fruit, reducing the return to the growers as a
consequence.
e. ENZA consistently made very poor decisions costing growers large amounts of
money, reducing returns that had nothing to do with their ability to grow pipfruit.
(Frucor Beverages, Forex Deals)
The underlying theme that was implied rather than overtly stated was that unless the
export monopoly was removed, growers were unlikely to be able to survive, and faced
financial ruin.

Email Messages
Messages were sent weekly, in simple text fonnat. They were kept to around a page or
just over a page, with one key article and several smaller points included. The message
format allowed for almost everyone on the list to receive the message, and the message
itself was concise enough so it was quick to read.

Template
The following message template was created, with content being inserted into the
template:
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CHOICE
Independent Pipfruit Growers Association
Newsletter

# ? Date

*****************************************
In this Issue:
Topic of the Week
ENZA & Frucor Share Prices
Industry Comments
Please forward this message to any of your friends who would like to keep up to date
with Independent Pipfruit Growers Association's battle against Enza's export monopoly.

********************************
Topic of the Week:

**********************************************
ENZA Share Price
Frucor Beverages Share Price (The managers of Frucor s shares are now worth $ ?m)

**********************************************
Industry Comments

**************************************************
If you have enjoyed this issue of the Independent Pipfruit Growers Association's
newsletter please forward (not redirect) this message onto others who would like to know
what is really going on with Enza's export monopoly.

To subscribe please email ipga@clear.net.nz with a request that you are added to the
Independent Pipfruit Growers Association list.
The Independent Pipfruit Growers Association 1s committed to the immediate
deregulation of the New Zealand Pipfruit Industry.

*****************************************
Technology
The campaign used a technologically simple approach, which included not having a
domain name for the Independent Pipfruit Growers Association. All messages were sent
from ipga@clear.net.nz, as an Independent Pipfruit Growers Association domain name
would have added nothing to the campaign.
The Independent Pipfruit Growers Association did not have a web site, as it would have
received very few visits. With people potentially interested in the issue being in the low
thousands, a web site would not have provided value to the Independent Pipfruit Growers
Association, as it would not have increased contact with stakeholders.
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The Independent Pipfruit Growers Association used a very old computer, running
Windows 95. The email system used was Microsoft Outlook Express, and email
addresses in the list were managed using the Outlook Express address book.
Messages were sent in simple text format to ensure all on the list received the message in
a format they could read.
Recruitment Strategy

The Independent Pipfruit Growers Association recruited people to the list in the
following ways:
Asking them for addresses at meetings and other events,
Phoning orchardists to ask for addresses.
Using a viral component to the message template, asking subscribers to forward
the message on, and requesting people who had received the message in this
manner to email the Independent Pipfruit Growers Association to subscribe.
By the time the export monopoly was removed, the Independent Pipfruit Growers
Association had over 750 subscribers. These subscribers were predominantly in Hawke's
Bay, one of the largest apple growing areas in the country. Orchardists in the other major
pipfruit growing area, Nelson, were not actively targeted for recruitment.
Journalists were also asked to subscribe to the newsletter, so they received a different
perspective from the one ENZA offered.
Part Three

Results and Conclusion

The Independent Pipfruit Growers Association s campaign achieved success in April
2001, a year after the email campaign began. The email campaign was part of a larger
campaign, but played a crucial role in changing growers opinions.
The email campaign achieved the following:
Created a coherent, consistent voice against ENZA s public relations machine.
The Independent Pipfruit Growers Association s key themes were regularly in
front of the growers.
Growers were regularly discussing Enza on the Independent Pipfruit Growers
Association's terms, and the issues that the Independent Pipfruit Growers
Association wanted them to discuss.
The Independent Pipfmit Growers Association ended up controlling the debate in
the industry by getting their message out more often than ENZA or other groups
opposing the removal of the export monopoly.
As part of a larger campaign, and contributing factors such as ongoing poor returns to
growers, foreclosure of some orchardists and continued ENZA ineptness, the growers
opinions changed. The change in zeitgeist lead to grower groups standing up to ENZA,
and telling the government that they wanted the export monopoly completely removed,
with independents able to export without any impediments.
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iv.

Conclusion

The Independent Pipfruit Growers Association email campaign was highly successful,
and demonstrated the power of email as a campaign tool. It also demonstrated the
strategy was of more value than the technology, which is simple, something overlooked
by almost all the literature reviewed in Chapter 3.
The success of the campaign may be attributed in part to the email list used, and has been
by the people behind the Independent Pipfruit Growers Association83 • This is an
oversimplification, as while the email strategy was a key part of the success of the
campaign the opportunity arose through a combination of factors described above.
The Independent Pipfruit Growers Association case study differed from the National case
study, not only by being successful, but also with the strategy developed being
implemented almost entirely by the association s lobbyist. This was largely out of
necessity, as the Independent Pipfruit Growers Association could not afford using any
other medium.
The success of the campaign allows a number of features of the strategy and mechanical
implementation to be incorporated into the best practice chapter below. These included
using a simple template, technologically simple approach and continually reinforcing a
very limited number of key themes that were identified as crucial to winning the
campaign. As the strategy outlined was implemented, refinements could be made, with
most refinements being in the determination of key themes - the one part of the campaign
that the market dictated to the Independent Pipfruit Growers Association.
Perhaps the most heartening part of the campaign from a campaigners perspective was
after the Independent Pipfruit Growers Association s battle had been won, ENZA tried to
get growers to pay for foreign exchange losses caused by inept ENZA management.
These losses were in the vicinity of fifty million dollars, and grower groups were strongly
opposed to being forced to pay this money. These groups approached the Independent
Pipfruit Growers Association to request the use of the Independent Pipfruit Growers
Association s list and system to get their message out to growers. Even though these
groups not been in favour of all the Independent Pipfruit Growers Association s goals,
they understood the power of the Choice email newsletter system.
The results of this project mean the hypothesis outlined above can be said to be valid.
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Chapter Eight
Defining Best Practice
Introduction
This chapter attempts to describe best practice online campaign, in an attempt to provide
methodology for use in future ecampaigns. Defining best practice methodology is not an
easy task as the aims of campaigns vary, as do resources. Further the literature available
and live ecampaign examples have been of limited value.
The mechanics of campaign Web Sites, Email lists, and Online Fundraising have all
successfully created in various campaigns around the world. These however, have been
successfully from a technological perspective. From a strategic perspective they have
largely not been successful. The apparent philosophy of the ecampaign was more one of
This is the technology, lets use it than This is how we use the technology to win a
campaign.
The lack of intelligent use of the Internet for political campaigning is partly due to the
evolving nature of the medium. Successful commercial online marketing techniques are
just emerging, and have not been used in electronic campaigning.
Perhaps the most important area of evolution for electronic campaigning will be in
campaign strategy. The current campaign strategy online appears to be; We need a web
site and an email list . This means campaigns have lacked intelligence, much to their
detriment.
Before a successful ecampaign strategy can be put in place, the mechanics of the
campaign (web site and email lists) must be correctly implemented. The first part of this
chapter describes a broader ecampaign strategy, which provides guidance for the use of
technology. The mechanical aspects of the campaign focusing on the web site and email
lists follow this. Having provided a technical foundation, the final part of the chapter
describes specific campaign strategies, including empowering supporters and targeting
the swing voter.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Ecampaign Strategy
Email Lists
Email Strategy
Web Sites
Online Fundraising
Online Promotion
g. Empowering Supporters
h. Targeting Swing Voters
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a.

Ecampaign Strategy

While the aims, scope, resources and target audiences of campaigns vary, the following
areas all need to be considered when constructing an ecampaign. This section provides a
checklist to be worked through in future campaigns.

XU.

Goal Definition
Target Audience Definition
Linking Ecampaign to Other Media
Ecampaign Over Election Cycle
Promoting the Ecampaign
The Web Site
Email Lists
Targeting Supporters
Targeting Potential Supporters
Targeting Diaspora
Fundraising
Training

i.

Goal Definition

1.
11.

iii.
IV.
V.
Vl.

vii.
viii.
IX.

X.
Xl.

The beginning point of any ecampaign must be the definition of unambiguous goals.
These goals should start with a goal that defines the ultimate intended result of the
campaign, and with a series of incremental goals that will allow the campaign to achieve
results.
This is demonstrated by the Independent Pipfruit Growers Association (Chapter 7), where
the major goal was to remove the ENZA monopoly, with subsidiary goals of altering
orchardists opinions, undermining the credibility of ENZA and controlling the topic of
conversation amongst pipfruit growers.
ii.

Target Audience Definition

Together with setting campaign goals, defining target audiences is crucial to the success
of the campaign. Knowing who is being targeted, with what message and with what end
goal provides framework for the campaign.
iii.

Linking Ecampaign to Other Media

A campaign is almost always bigger than a single medium. Even the low budget
Independent Pipfruit Growers Association ecampaign went beyond use of the Internet.
Using the Internet campaign to promote campaigns in other media, and other media to
promote the Internet campaign will enhance the campaign s chance of success.
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iv.

Ecampaign Over the Election Cycle

When campaigning over a long period of time the ecampaign must evolve over the
election cycle. The framework for the ecampaign should be in place well before the
election, with the technology in place very early in the election cycle. Testing must take
place early in the cycle, with members and supporters educated on the use of the Internet.
Promotion of the web site and building of email lists must be undertaken throughout the
cycle, with the view to increasing use of lists over the cycle.
v.

Promoting the Ecampaign

The ecampaign will be ineffective it is not promoted properly. Promotion must occur
through all media, with a special effort made to get members or supporters using the
Internet.
vi.

The Web Site

The web site is the most obvious part of any ecampaign, and while it is not as important
as the use of email, it retains considerable importance. The most crucial part of the web
site is its ability to capture email addresses. The secondary role is to provide potential
supporters or swing voters with information about why they should support a particular
campaign.
Supporters should be targeted through password protected areas of the web site, with
different content and different messages appearing in this section of the site to the open
access part of the site.
vii.

Email Lists

Web sites receive more publicity than email lists, but email is the crucial part of the
campaign. 84 A variety of lists should be created, targeting different groups with different
messages. The ability for email to be forwarded on cannot be underrated.
viii.

Targeting Supporters

Supporters offer the campaign a range of opportunities that must be utelised. Supporters
require training and education together with strategic direction. They provide intelligence
that the campaign itself will struggle to capture, and passion that leverages the campaigns
knowledge for nothing.
ix.

Targeting Potential Supporters

This group should be given priority in open access lists and web sites, as it is possible to
get members or supporters to self select, but not supporters or swing voters to do so.
Pragmatism is crucial, with the campaign needing to identify key issues and sticking to
84
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them. Targeting issues that research has shown do not matter will be detrimental to the
campaign.

x.

Targeting Diaspora

In cases where there are significant numbers of supporters or potential supporters
offshore the campaign needs to work to have these people involved in the process.
Targeting should be both through supporters and through a variety of media. The Internet
must provide detail on how to support or vote, with this given some prominence in email
messages and the web site.
xi.

Fundraising

Fundraising may be achieved through the Internet, with most funds being raised through
a dedicated email campaign rather than a donation section of a web site. A dedicated plan
to manage donors and to extract as much possible from them must be undertaken.
The Internet will provide only one part of a bigger fundraising program. This means

xii.

Training

Ecampaigns must not overlook the training of people involved. The technology alone is
not enough, and must be supported by the people that are receiving communications
through the net. In particular supporters must be encouraged to target potential
supporters, and to stay on message. Part of the training must be to explain how important
their role in the campaign is, and how they can help create positive results.
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b.

Email List Mechanics

This document attempts to describe best practice the crucial component of ecampaigning,
email lists. It deals with email messages design, usability and content structure. Some
consideration is given to the type of content that will be the most successful in winning
campaigns.
Contents:

XL

Background
Spamming and Unsolicited Email
Aims, Objectives and Constraints
Target Audiences
Message Content
Message Structure
Message Frequency
Sending out the Message
Building the List
Maintaining the List
Technical Sophistication

i.

Background

1.

IL

iii.
1v.
v.
VL
VIL

viii.
ix.
x.

The key to a successful ecampaign is the development and use of email lists85 • These cost
almost nothing to run, and succeed even when technically unsophisticated.
Email pushes information out to people, whereas web sites pull people in. The passage
below describes why push is so important.

Pull v Push
A web site succeeds only if it pulls visitors to it. Visitors only visit a site if there is a
reason for them to do so, and human nature means that they will often not return even if
there is a reason for doing so. To regularly communicate with constituents, any serious
eCampaign needs to push information out, which is achieved by building and using email
lists.
The logic behind this is simple - people are much more likely to read email that appears
in their in box when they check their mail than they are to repeatedly visit a web site.
The effort required to read an email message is minimal, whereas the effort required to
visit a web site is substantial. Without the use of email lists it is unlikely that any Internet
campaign will be a success.

85
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ii.

Spamming and Unsolicited Email

Unsolicited email and spamming are generally thought to be very bad and damaging to
the person sending out the message. In the authors experience this is not the case.
Unsolicited email works as unsolicited direct mail works, and most people are not
particularly concerned about receiving it.
The widespread perception of unsolicited email as being a bad useage has been driven by
technical people, who care more about the technology that reality. These are the same
people that ran the Y2K bug. Perhaps the best analogy to use to illustrate this point is
direct paper mail. While it annoys some people to receive unsolicited paper mail, they do
not get excited as people allegedly do with unsolicited email. Direct mail works, and
similarly direct email works, and the large majority of people do not become upset by
unsolicited email.
The author does not advocate mass email outs, as targeted messages to people that are
likely to respond or change behaviour in the way the email list owner desires is the best
way to achieve results. But ecampaigns can use unsolicited email effectively if they can
adequately target appropriate groups.
iii.

Aims, Objectives and Constraints

Any email list must have clear aims. Without an aim the list use will be poor and
purposeless.
Aims will be very broad, and probably no more than a couple of sentences in length.
Objectives will be more specific, with perhaps four to six specific objectives.
Constraints will also be specific, and usually include cost, time and effort.
The author strongly suggests putting these together for every email list, together with a
brief document describing the tone, content and messages that the audience will respond
best to.
iv.

Message Content

Message content is dictated by the aims of the list, and the target audience. Successful
email lists will provide the appropriate depth and tone of information that the target
audience responds to, as well as attempting to modify behaviour.
Depth: Do not assume that everyone on the list has a detailed interest in an issue. Provide
adequate detail, and refer those interested to the web site, which will have more
information.
Tone: The target audience should be taken into account. A general list will be moderate
in comparison to party member list.

The Message Structure section below covers many of the features that should appear on
all messages like forward this message on and unsubscribe
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v.

Message Structure

The structure of the list will help to spread the message wider than the original list, as
well as getting more subscriptions. Prompts to forward messages on should be used, as
well as links to web sites.
Key Features include:

Contents Section
Links to the web site or web sites, directing readers to specific parts of sites
A Subscribe/ Unsubscribe passage
Forward this message (or part of this message) on to someone that would be
interested in this message/ issue
Template:
A suggested template can be found in the appendices. Note that this may
not be appropriate for all messages, but should provide the basis for any email out.
Signature Files:
Never underrate the value of a good signature file. Signature files should be used to
modify behaviour. Make sure your signature file is effective - it must get readers to do
something, whether it is visit a web site, join a mailing list, donate, volunteer or purchase
something.

Signature File Examples: See Appendix 1
vi.

Message Frequency

The message frequency depends on the audience that the list targets. Lists should be
frequent enough to have impact, but not too frequent so messages are unread.
Different lists will have different frequencies dependent on type of people on the list.
Supporters will receive messages far more frequently than non-members will, as their
membership denotes interest. Media lists will be contacted regularly, but opt on lists from
the web site will receive less regular messages as these people are not likely to be as
interested as the media or supporters.
vii.

Sending out the Message

Depending on the software used, this is relatively simple. Outlook Express does a
reasonable job of mailing out for those on tight budgets (such as the Independent Pipfruit
Growers Association).
Keeping lists private is the most important feature. This is achieved by emailing people
using the BCC (blind carbon copy) function. BCCed recipients of messages do not see
anyone else s email address. If BCC is not used members of the list will be alienated.
When lists become large, there can be problems with each mail out, so break lists down.
Most software copes with lists of about 500 people per list.
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viii.

Recruiting Members to Lists

Aggressive recruitment to email lists is strongly advocated, as email is the most powerful
part of the entire campaign. Recruitment is not difficult, but requires a dedicated, all
embracing ongoing approach. Targeting supporters or campaign supporters to get them to
provide their addresses should be a starting point.
Recruitment of members to lists will come from:
new member sign up forms;
the web site: this will include general lists and specific lists that appear issue pages.
Good web site design and content writing will ensure that visitors to the site are
directed to sign up to lists;
meetings/ conferences: Members and supporters should be encouraged to sign up at
conferences, meetings and events;
from signature files: Signature files should encourage people to sign up to email lists;
from viral marketing: All messages sent to lists should include a passage encouraging
members to forward the message on to others. If this happens, the person the message
is sent on to should be prompted to join the list. (See Appendices for details).

ix.

Maintaining Lists

A certain percentage of list s members will either want to be removed or change their
email addresses without informing the list owner. Those wanting to be removed should
be removed immediately. Those addresses that are not do not function may be left on the
list as it does little harm to send out messages that do not work - all that happens is that
you get the message bouncing back.

x.

Technical Sophistication

It is possible to put together technically sophisticated lists, where you extract peoples

details based on a variety of criteria, and build specific lists for specific occasions. This is
valuable because it targets specific people with specific messages. It is also possible to
generate messages addressed to individuals.
HTML messages look considerably nicer than text messages, but they depend on readers
having a decent email link, as well as a modem browser. In 2001 lists should use text
rather than HTML, as the value of a graphical messages is less than the value lost from
messages not being read by people that cannot open HTML messages, or do not
download messages over a certain size.

xi.

Examples

See Appendix 1

Email List Examples Upton Online
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Email Strategy
This passage describes pragmatic, strategic use of email.
What Is Email?

Email should be seen as a free or negligible cost communications medium that allows
campaigns to push messages out to members at no cost. Members are then able to push
on messages at no further cost to others.
The Current State

The most sophisticated campaigns to date have been in the United States and United
Kingdom. Gore, Bush and the British Labour Party had the best email campaigns,
although these were used to push information out with little attempt to modify behaviour.
The approach advocated below goes far beyond this.
The uncensored nature of the net means that the parties message will get through to
recipients. The news media do not have the opportunity to misconstrue or impose their
message over the top of the party s message.
Goal Orientated Approach

Like many Internet space endeavours, electronic campaigning has lacked clarity of
strategy. Ecampaigning in its current state attempts to use th€ technology, but little
thought appears to have been given to why the technology is used, or how it is used best.
Taking a step back from the technology and setting clear goals for what the campaign is
attempting to achieve is sensible. Clear-cut goals make it easier for the people
implementing the campaign to achieve results.
Implications -

Two Target Areas

Beyond the obvious pushing out of relevant information, there are two practical areas that
email can be used to win campaigns.
Controlling Dinner Table or Talk Show Debates

By sending out appropriate email messages to supporters asking them to direct
conversations to certain topical issues a campaign has the ability to exert some control on
the nations political debates. If supporters consistently focus on the same issues or same
key themes, with arguments provided by the campaign, they will have a much better
chance of swaying moderates or swing voters than if each supporter puts forward their
own agenda.
Campaigns with carefully selected policy platforms have the ability to push these out to
constituents on a wide scale.
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Using Intelligence of Supporters

The ability of email to be forwarded on at no cost offers huge opportunities. The biggest
is perhaps the use of the members to forward on messages from the campaign to friends
and associates that may be interested in. These messages should be moderate and
pragmatic, creating positive feelings towards the campaign.
The campaign sends messages out on a range of topics to supporters, relatively
infrequently. The supporter then selectively forwards these messages on to friends, using
their intelligence to select the frequency and topics that each of their friends receives the
message. Someone interested in conservation thus receives messages about conservation
etc. This specific targeting means the campaign is hitting the right people with the right
message, instead of being forced to adopt a mass approach.
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d.

Best Practice Ecampaign Web Site

The use of the Internet for political campaigning purposes is still in its infancy. Best
Practice has yet to be defined. This document attempts to describe best practice in a vital
component of ecampaigning, the web site.
It deals with the web site's design, usability and content structure. Some consideration is
given to the type of content that will be the most successful in helping to win elections.

Contents
Achieving the Aim - An Election Win
Elements of Best Practice
a. Behaviour Modification
b. Design
c. Content
Achieving the Aim - Winning a Campaign
The aim of the web site is to win campaigns. This document focuses on defining best
practice so the web site works in combination with other initiatives to win campaigns.
Subsidiary aims are all focused on winning a campaign:
1.
Getting visitors to vote for a party/ candidate or support a key initiative
11.
Getting visitors to join email lists
m.
Getting visitors to contribute to a campaign fund
1v.
Getting visitors to join the party/ campaign organisation
v.
Getting visitors to volunteer
v1.
Getting visitors to the site to return regularly
vii.
Alienate as few people as possible
Best practice must address all these issues, and provide a solution that encompasses all of
them.
Elements of Best Practice
There are three elements of best practice, each related closely to one another:
a.
Behaviour Modification: Getting constituents to vote for the party/ candidate or
support a key issue.
b.
Design:
The structure and look of the web site.
c.
Content:
The text within the site.
To succeed a web site must get the three elements right.
Of the three, the first can be planned for, with the web site prioritising and promoting
certain behaviours, but cannot be controlled. The second is completely within the control
of the campaign, and it is unforgivable to get this wrong. The campaign also controls the
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third element, the site content, but not to the same extent as the second element. The
audience determines content quality, not the author.

a.

Behaviour Modification

The web sites aim is to modify certain behaviours. The key behaviour is clearly to get
visitors to vote for the party or support a campaign, which is a behaviour that is not
possible to measure. Another behaviour that requires modification is having people return
regularly to the site. This can be measured to a certain extent, though precise
measurement is not possible.
Behaviours that can be measure and contribute to the end goal of winning an election are:
1.
11.
iii.
1v.

Email List Subscriptions
Online Donations
Online Volunteering
Joining the Party/ Campaign

Example Web Sites:
www.algore2000.com
www.georgewbush.com
www .buchananreform.com
The fundamental test for any site is to ask is: Does the visitor know what benefits they
will receive by voting for a party/ candidate/ campaign?

If the answer is No the site is probably a failure.
b.

Design

The web site design involves both tangible and intangible aims. Tangible aims are easy to
include in the design brief, and easy to implement. Intangible aims are more difficult to
design for. The tangible aims, however, combine to go some way to reaching the
intangible aims.
As design is entirely controlled by the campaign, it is completely unforgivable to get any
aspect of the design wrong.
i.

Ease of Use

The web site should be easy to use of both the party and visitors. Web sites should be
database driven so text can easily be uploaded to it at no cost.
Visitors require the web site to
Download quickly:
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No page should be more than 45k, images not overused, video & audio downloaded on
demand, not automatically.

Examples:
www.algore2000.com
www.georgewbush.com
Be easy to find information on
Search Function, not too many pages, great navigation

Examples:
www.algore2000.com
www.georgewbush.com
www.alp.org.au
Easy to navigate
Navigation should be intuitive. Standard image navigation on pages in the same place,
and standard text navigation in the same place. A limited number of categories is
suggested.

Examples:
www.algore2000.com
www.georgewbush.com
ii.

Graphics

Modem graphics should be used. They should be able to be viewed by a 600 x 800
monitor with millions of colours.

Examples:
www .algore2000.com
www .georgewbush.com
www.alp.org.au
iii.

Featured Parts of the Site

Traffic around sites can be managed relatively easily, by giving prominent page position
to areas that provide the most value. These include:
1.
11.
111.

1v.
v.

Email List Subscriptions
Online Donations
Online Volunteering
Joining the Party/ Campaign
Daily news link (to get people to return to the site)
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iv.

Retaining Visitors within a Site

Good design should retain visitors to the site, or if external links are available to visitors,
then the a new window should be spawned so visitors have to return to the original site
before they close down their browser.

Example:
www .national.org.nz

v.

Mandatory Features

The following features should appear on every page of the site. They are mechanical, and
incorporated in the design of the site, so there is no excuse for not having them.
i.
Navigation: Text based navigation at the bottom of every page, with image
navigation at the top of the page.
ii.
Email Subscription: A subscription form for submitting email addresses to join
the email database. (eg www .cricinfo.org)
iii.
Function buttons at the bottom of the page. The following functions should be at
the bottom of every page:
Bookmark This Page
Feedback (Email with appropriate persons email address).
Print this page
Email this page to a friend

Examples:
There are no current political sites that do all the above. Click Z www.clickz.com
(Internet Marketing) does most of these things.

c.

Content

While the site design is important in achieving modification of behaviour outlined above,
the content plays a far more crucial role. There are currently no benchmark web sites in
the authors opinion.
High quality content should work towards the tangible aims listed above, but also modify
intangible behaviour, with a special emphasis on alienating no reasonable swing voter.

i.

Alienating No Reasonable Swing Voter or Supporter

There are limited options with a web site. It is open access, so visitors can come from any
political persuasion from avid supporter to strong opposition to the campaign. If the key
behaviour the site aims to modify is getting visitors to vote for the party or candidate or
support an initiative, then it should be moderate in tone and appear plausible and
pragmatic to the swing voter or person unsure if they will support a particular initiative.

\
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The reason for this is the potential supporter is much more important than the committed
supporter, so should be catered for. Potential supporters are less likely to respond to
vitriolic language and more likely to respond to language with a moderate tone.
Example:

www.georgewbush.com (The tone 1s generally moderate, though there are some
passionate attacks on Gore)
ii.

Empowering Committed Supporters: Having A Member Only Section

The problem with moderate language advocated above is that it may compromise the
relationship with committed supporters. These visitors are much more likely to:
Join email lists
Donate money
Volunteer
If the assumption that committed voters respond best to language that is more passionate
than that advocated above, then moderate language may not receive the best results.

The most obvious solution is to run a supporter s section, where people who have
demonstrated their commitment by becoming members can access a section that provides
passionate language that they feel empowered by.
iii.

Experimentation

Experimentation with site content should be carried out before finalising the type of
content to establish what works best. Sites should experiment with the language used
now, with the aim of establishing which type of language is the most effective in
modifying behaviour and changing perceptions.
iv.

Depth and Breadth of Content

Content should cover all major issues, and there should be sufficient infonnation to
appeal to the most interested. The depth of information should not be so great, however,
that visitors are put off and leave the site.
The solution that achieves both these goals is to have the information broken down into
sections. Each subject area should have the following sections:
1.
A brief smmnary that describes the key parts of any policy area. (This will often
be all a visitor requires).
Linked from the surmnary page should be:
11.
The policy in detail
111.
Speeches on the policy
iv.
Press coverage of the policy
Further, if a visitor has visited a particular part of the site they obviously have some
interest in it. Therefore they should have the option to subscribe to a policy email list.

\
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Examples:
1vvvw. georgeivbush. com
v.

Prioritising Content

Content that is likely to cause swing voters or potential supporters to support a campaign
should be given priority on the site. It should receive prominent links and pride of place
on the site. There are a variety of straightforward techniques that manage traffic around
the site, allowing the designer to direct visitors to areas that are likely to have impact.
Choosing this content should be based on thorough research that determines the key areas
that determine the way swing voters or potential supporters will make their choice on.
vi.

Your Issue

Giving visitors to the site the opportunity to go directly to the issues that they are
interested should be given priority. This can be achieved in many ways, the best being
easy, sensible navigation (see www.algore2000.com, www.georgewbush.com) that takes
a person to the issues quickly and easily.
The second method that is extremely compelling is to have a small pop down menu
called Your Issue embedded on every page. This allows the visitor to jump directly to
the issue that interests them from any page.
vii.

Regular Upgrades

A web site should encourage visitors to return regularly. They will only return regularly
if the content is regularly upgraded. For larger campaigns near election time this means
daily uploads of news, and giving a prominent position on the main page of the site to the
news link.
Examples:
www.alp.org.au
www.georgewbush.com
www .buchananreform.com
www.algore2000.com
viii.

Links

Links to sites that have a similar message to or support the party or campaign s site are
prudent. Good site design overcomes questions of losing visitors to another site. Links
should include supporting organisations, party sites, and favourable press coverage.
Examples:
www.national.org.nz

\
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ix.

Online Calendar

The site should have an online calendar, showing major events for the few months. This
should be regularly updated. It should also stress events that are open to the general
public, and encourage them to attend.
x.

The Press

The web site can also be a central information repository that the press can rapidly access
press releases. This falls outside the strict criteria above but provides value to the press
with little effort from the party. It is also suggested that opt on press email lists are
established, with the press invited to join.
Examples:

www.labour.org.nz (without the email option on lists)
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e.

Online Fundraising

Availability of campaign funds dramatically increase the party or campaign s ability to
effectively campaign, and the net offers the opportunity to raise large amounts of money
rapidly and cheaply.
Contents

Introduction
1.
Electronic Contact
11.
The Web Site
iii.
Back End Systems
1v.
Legal Aspects
Fundraising in your jurisdiction
v.
Online Security
v1.
Integrating the Net into a Fundraising Programme
v11.
Accepting Donations Through other Channels
Introduction

In 99/00 major campaigns in the USA have raised very large sums of money online. John
McCain was the most successful, raising more than $1 million in one day following the
New Hampshire primary. 86 Gore and Bush raised well over a million dollars each, and
other campaigns have raised lesser, but considerable amounts. 87
For a fundraiser working outside of the major campaigns in the US, the biggest
opportunity that the Internet offers is the ability to communicate with potential donors
regularly. Email costs nothing to send out, dramatically reducing the cost of requesting a
donation. This means requests can be sent out much more often than if they are paper
based, as they have almost no cost sending it out.

I'

Technology and security are issues that need to be addressed, but these are not major and
can be easily overcome.
i.

Electronic Contact

Potential donors are likely to respond well to regular contact. Requesting donations
repeatedly will have mixed success, but if they are not contacted with a request they will
almost certainly not donate.
An ecampaign should build a series of email lists that enable email to be sent to people in
a variety of categories. These categories include regular donors, infrequent donors and
potential donors (supporters). Different messages should be sent to each of these groups,
with differing frequencies. Regular donors should get the most regular messages,
encouraging them to donate repeatedly.
86
87

Politics Online, wivw.politicsonline.com, 2000-2001
Lusk, S, £campaign Research Diary, 2000-2001
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ii.

The Web Site

The web site plays a crucial role in the donations process. This is both as a medium for
accepting donations and a medium for creating donations. A good web site will have
secure facilities for accepting online donations, and will direct traffic to the donations
page.
The site itself should direct traffic to the donation page. This is done in three ways:
Give prominent page position to the donations link
Have advertisements on the site that direct people to the donations page
Have content requesting donations, and why donating will help win the election or
win a campaign
iii.

Back End Systems

The online donations system of any ecampaign needs to be able to process donations
quickly and efficiently. Features of the donations processing system must include:
Secure systems for accepting and processing details
Recording the details of donor, adding to appropriate email lists
Auto Declaration System, providing donors with the ability to make necessary legal
declarations as they donate money
Auto Receipt System that provides donors with receipts for their donations
iv.

Legal Aspects

The legality of donations to a political party varies from country to country. This being
the case, all that can be said is that lawyers should be consulted before setting up the
donations system.
v.

Online Security

One of the barriers to online donations is security. Potential donors do not believe that the
donation can be made safely, which prevents them from making it. This barrier is one of
perception rather than reality, but still needs to be overcome.
Secure Server
Any web site wanting to receive donations must have a secure server. Without a secure
server potential donors will be unwilling to submit credit card details. Secure servers add
little to the overall cost of the web site, and make the chances of receiving high numbers
of donations online much greater.
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Credit Card Rules

The usual credit card regulations are that the cardholder is liable for the first fifty dollars
of illegal use, then the bank bares the risk. There are some minor rules around this like
the bank has to be informed of any fraud within a given time period so the card can be
rendered inactive.
Explaining this to Potential Donors

Potential donors should be repeatedly informed that the web site has a secure server, and
policies for reimbursing anyone who is a victim of credit card fraud attributable to a web
site. This should also be backed up by a statement about liability in the event of credit
card fraud.
Flying Pig s Statement 88

Flying Pig is a failed New Zealand online retailer that tried to survive in a market where
web security is a major issue. Security statements may be found on some political web
sites, but not in this depth. Depending on how familiar online donors are with Internet
transactions, something similar should appear on any site requesting donations.
Considerable information should be used where the constituency is sceptical about the
security of online donations. Where the scepticism is less the information about safety
can also be less.
Flying Pig has a link to this statement on every page.
Your Safety Guaranteed 100%
Why is every purchase you make with us protected and safe? Firstly, because
we have the technology and systems to ensure it. Secondly, because we have the
Safe Shopping Guarantee. If fraudulent charges are ever made to your credit
card as a result of your shopping at FlyingPig.co.nz, you will not have to pay
for them - see our guarantee below. Thirdly, there are always alternative
methods for those who are still really nervous.
Our Technology Protects You
We take your security when dealing with us very seriously. We have Secure
Socket Layer encryption, so when your personal information is transmitted
online it is done in a format that nobody can access except us. Even if someone
could somehow see the data, it would be a stream of meaningless garbage. Your
name, address and credit card number remain secure with us.
Once we receive your order, your personal information is immediately isolated
on a secure server, behind our firewall, not accessible from the Internet. Please
note that we hold your credit card details only as long as it takes to complete an
order transaction with us. That means we do not store your credit card details,
and you will need to re-enter your card number every time you wish to make a
purchase.
How Safe is our Safe Shopping Guarantee?
88

www.flyingpig.co.nz
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We know that it is 100% safe because we have never had a customer report
unauthorised use of their credit card as a result of a purchase from
FlyingPig.co.nz! Nonetheless, should something happen, your bank does not
hold you liable for more than $50. 00 offraudulent charges. FlyingPig.co.nz will
cover this entire liability for you, up to the fitll $50.00--so you won't be out of
pocket for anything. FlyingPig.co.nz will cover this liability only if the
unauthorised use ofyour credit card resulted through no fault of your own. Of
course, should you discover unauthorised use of your credit card, you must
immediately notify your credit card provider so you comply with their
regulations. Also, we do not charge your card until your order is packed and
sent. All credit cards are authorised by the Bank of New Zealand before any
charges are made.
OK - So You still want to Order by Phone?
No problem. Select your purchases by clicking on each title, and then click on
the 'Hold It' button next to the item. These will be sent to your Wish list. Phone
us on 0800 FLYINGPIG, that's 0800 359-464, and read us the details on your
'Wish List'.
vi.

Accepting Donations Through other Channels

Provision to accept donations through other channels should be made. Some donors may
prefer to post in a cheque or phone in a donation. The role of email requests should not be
seen in isolation, but as part of the overall plan. Facilities and appropriate information
should be provided for donors to donate through a free phone number or by posting a
cheque.
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f.

Ecampaign Promotions

A strong web site and an email promotions strategy, without the support of a strong
promotions plan, will be limited in their success. Getting people to visit web sites and
join email lists is crucial. The Promotions Plan aims to build awareness of the electronic
campaign, with awareness being crucial to get people to make an initial visit to a site.
Contents
i.
11.
111.
1v.
v.
v1.

Attracting visitors to the Web site
Using Public Relations and Free Ink
Surface Area
Web Site Content
Obtaining Email Addresses
Email Proliferation Program

i.

Attracting visitors to the Web Site

The promotions plans primary focus is to get visitors to the ecampaign s web site. This
part of Chapter Eight describes how to get people to visit the site.
While search engines receive considerable publicity, given the amount a campaign is on
in the public eye, wide spread coverage of the web site address will have substantially
more effect than search engines.
ii.

Using Public Relations and Free Ink

The press are often willing to provide coverage of ecampaigns, and even when not good
surface area coverage means web site addresses appear regularly on television and in
photos. It is not uncommon to see politicians giving speeches with a web site address on
the lectern or directly behind them.
John McCain has been incredibly effective in promoting his web site through publicity,
even after his defeat in the Republican Primary. During interviews he constant refers to
the site, encouraging people to visit it, and make donations.
iii.

Surface Area

Surface Area Promotions refers to covering all surface area of printed material, email
messages and other material with appropriate details of Internet addresses. This is
straightforward and mechanical, but an essential part of promoting the campaign web
site.
A policy of total coverage should be adopted. Promoting Internet addresses should be
similar to the promotion of phone and fax numbers. Good surface area promotion is
simple but requires attention to detail. It requires web site addresses to be published
widely including on:
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All printed material (cards, letterhead, notepad)
Email Signature Files
Banners, Signs etc
Sides of buses, buildings etc
Surface area coverage effectively means incorporating the web site address into every
part of the party or candidates brand manual .
iv.

Web Site Content

Web site content should be written so it encourages people to email pages or addresses to
friends who may also be interested. An Email to a Friend button should appear on
every page, but this action should also be prompted by the web site content.
v.

Obtaining Email Addresses

With email lists being such an important part of any ecampaign, obtaining addresses is
crucial. This is achieved mainly through email address capture on web sites, with signup
facilities on every page of the site.
Collection of email addresses should go beyond relying on signups to newsletters on the
web site to include requesting addresses at conferences, meetings and other party events.
vi.

Email Proliferation

Using an email template that prompts recipients to forward messages on to friends, and
encourages people receiving the forwarded message to subscribe to the list is an effective
way of building email lists. This is described in depth in the Email Mechanics Best
Practice section above.
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g.

Empowering Supporters

This section attempts to describe best practice in modifying the behaviour of supporters
to encourage them to help win a campaign. The concepts central to this passage are that
supporters will respond better to more assertive language, and will also be willing to help
a campaign by spreading their message.

Contents
1.
11.
111.

1v.
v.
v1.

v11.
v111.

Member/ Supporter Only Information
Language
Web Sites
Email Lists
Training & Encouragement
A Crucial Role - Influencing Opinions of Others
Intellectual Ammunition
Knowing what will and will not win the election
Email Forwarding Programmes
Online Donations
Bulletin Boards, Chat Rooms, Email Lists

Member/ Supporter Only Information
Members and supporters are a different target audience to the general public. They are
committed to a party or a campaign, and can be expected to contribute, volunteer or
support the party far more than the general public will.
Supporters will also be more interested than the general public, so the depth of
infonnation provide should be greater. The tone can be more assertive as these people
will expect it.
ii.

Language & Content

The language and content for supporters should be different to that that appears publicly.
The tone will probably be more assertive and aggressive than in the public access section,
and will encourage them to propagate key messages. It will also reinforce key behaviours
like donating, volunteering and attending party meetings.
iii.

W eh Sites

With in a campaign web site members should have their own sections that are not
available to the general public. This permits language and content written for supporters
to appear on the site, providing them with motivation and direction which will not be
wise to provide to other audiences.
These sites should be password protected so only members, supporters or donors can
access them.
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iv.

Email Lists

Specific email lists should be created for supporters, with different content and emphasis
to those that target a general audience. These lists should focus on getting list members to
do something - donate, volunteer or help pass the party s message on to others.
Training & Encouragement

v.

Supporters should be trained and encouraged to use the Internet to help win a campaign,
with explanations given as to why certain approaches have been adopted.
This is will begin with encouraging them to visit the member only part of web sites,
although the most important part will be encouraging them to participate in the email
program suggested above.
vi.

A Crucial Role -

Influencing Opinions of Others

Use of the net as a communications medium can get supporters and members to make a
substantial impact in their immediate area. This is done by encouraging them to
concentrate on key issues that will win campaigns; pushing this information out by email,
and having it appear on the members only section of the web site.
The depth and breadth of this information should be considerable, including providing
them with the information and arguments on key issues, so the campaign s spin on an
issue gains wide circulation.
Supporters should be encouraged to actively participate in any strategic use of email, as
describe above.
The best example of the provision of information to supporters observed has been Pat
Buchanan s Intellectual Ammunition , which provided supporters with arguments
supporting Buchanan s policies. 89
vii.

Online Donations

Members and supporters are likely to donate to campaigns. They should be targeted
specifically to help fund campaigns, with member only web sites and email lists focused
on getting members and supporters to give generously.
viii.

Bulletin Boards, Chat Rooms, Email Lists

Many of the United States campaigns and parties have had Bulletin Boards, Chat Rooms
and Email lists. This use of technology has been of limited success, as they attract people
with strange and offbeat opinions who seem set on causing controversy.

89

Pat Buchanan, wvv1,v.buchananreform.com, 2000-2001
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The other problem faced by this type of technology is that many chat rooms and bulletin
boards are not used much at all, meaning there is little content, so few people return. This
vicious cycle of failure means they are rendered ineffective.
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h.

Targeting Swing Voters or Potential Supporters

Successful ecampaigns will work to convince swing voters or undecided potential
supporters to support a campaign. Targeting this group of people is crucial to the success
of the campaign. This passage examines ways that the ecampaign can reach swing voters
or undecided potential supporters, and work to convince them to vote in a particular way.
The focus of this part of the campaign is to tell these groups why they should support a
campaign, selling them positives where possible. Where budget permits, all themes,
policies or issues should be tested by rigorous research, so issues that will win the
election are targeted. The ecampaign is not the place to test issues to see if they win the
election. This is the domain of political research. The ecampaign should use the research
effectively to provide undecided potential supporters with appropriate messages.
Contents
Participation
ii.
Direct Targeting
111.
Indirect Targeting

1.

i.

Participation

Potential supporters and swing voters will come to web sites, but will not respond in the
same way supporters do. Supporters can be asked to self-select and visit non-public parts
of a site or join non-public email lists. Both web sites and email lists should take this into
account, being designed more for the potential supporter than the committed supporter.
It should be assumed that the swing voter or potential supporter is not deeply interested in

all the issues the committed supporter is interested in. This means content and language
should be brief, to the point and pragmatic.
Web Site is should clear and concise without too much detail, and content should stress
positives and issues that research has demonstrated to be likely to interest the swing
voter.
Public email lists should similarly concentrate on brief positive messages about key
issues. Issues that do not feature in research should be avoided, as these will not impact
on the campaign results and consistent messages that are of limited interest will stop
recipients from reading them.
ii.

Direct Targeting

When a swing voter receives email or visits the campaign web site, the message should
be moderate and compelling to them. It should focus on key issues that will win
elections, not peripheral or sleazy issues that do not appear in research suggesting that
voters will respond well to the issue.
Public access areas of the web site should target the swing voter rather than the supporter.
Similarly general email lists should target swing voters. Specific email lists and web sites
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targeting supporters should be created. The focus on the swing voter is because their vote
is more important than the guaranteed vote of a supporter.
iii.

Indirect Targeting

Direct targeting is inadequate as it assumes a level of interest from the voter. If they do
show any interest they will not receive any information. Indirectly targeting these people
through supporters allows the campaign access to those otherwise it would not contact.
Using the intelligence of supporters to target swing voters by forwarding email messages
has several advantages. Email is sent to people interested in a particular issue, and from
someone they know, so they are less likely to delete the message without reading it.
(Refer to Email Strategy Section above).
The other area that swing voters can be targeted is through non-net means. By providing
supporters with information on key policies, themes and approaches, they can pass these
messages on to swing voters.
Presidential candidate Pat Buchanan s Intellectual Ammunition 90 is the best example of
this, although this information was not pushed out to supporters by email.

90

Pat Buchanan, www.buchananreform.com, 2000-2001
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Conclusion
This thesis had an aim of answering the question: How can the Internet be used to win
political campaigns?
As the previous chapters have described, best practice is still evolving, and an
understanding of what the benefits of the Internet to political campaigns are and how it
will help win campaigns have yet to be determined. This is mainly due to the failure of
most campaigns to make a recognisable and documented positive contribution to winning
a campaign.
Being a genuinely new product , the ecampaign faces several problems. These are
largely caused by a lack of strategic understanding of the Internet and its implications for
political campaigning. This is demonstrated by the poor quality and poor breadth of
literature actually describing ecampaign strategy. Most literature available describes how
to use the technology, rather than how to use the technology strategically. Further, there
have been few ecampaign success stories in literature, a reflection of the lack of impact
most ecampaigns have had.
This thesis was hampered by the lack of detailed strategic ecampaign infonnation. Most
literature did not discuss basic strategy, even to the level of not discussing plausible goals
for an ecampaign. There has been even less attempt to define and describe how to use the
Internet to achieve subsidiary strategic goals including how to use the Internet to target
swing voters or Diaspora, or get supporters to stay on message . These are areas that can
be expected to evolve in the next few years, when the focus on technology is replaced by
a focus on results.
Given the lack of ecampaign success stories, and the reduced hype about the Internet,
ecampaigns, it is likely that future campaigns will be forced to focus on results, which
will improve the chances of strategy being described

Thesis Specific Conclusions
This thesis has had mixed success. It has attempted to define best practice for
ecampaigning, but this best practice has not been able to be tested as rigorously as it may
have been. The Independent Pipfruit Growers Association project was an overwhelming
success, demonstrating the power of an email campaign and contributed to the best
practice chapter of this thesis. Unfortunately the National Party project did not achieve
the results desired for a variety of reasons, although it did provide a real world example
and problems that the ecampaign needed to solve.
To prove the methodology is correct a larger campaign with a bigger budget than
Nationals, and commitment to a campaign strategy needs to be undertaken. This will
allow the methodology to evolve further.
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Concluding Comments

The Internet will be used to win campaigns, and more likely to contribute to winning
campaigns, but only by people that understand that strategy is infinitely more important
than technology. This will necessarily include understanding how important the use of
email and supporters knowledge is. Web sites will not evolve much from their current
state, although the content is likely to become more targeted to swing voters or potential
supporters rather than supporters.
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Appendix One
Best Practice Ecampaigning
Email List Examples

The following is a copy of Upton-on-lines email newsletter. Upton-on-line is New
Zealand National MP Simon Upton s weekly newsletter that goes out to any that have
subscribed to the list.
The first version is the actual mail out from Mr Upton s secretary.
The second version is using the best practice structure suggested in chapter v.
i. Upton on line May 18th (Original Version)
Version One
Upton-on-line May 18th

This is the actual version. It is largely unstructured. Click here for the latest edition:
<<180500 uol.doc>>
Upton-on-line May 18th
Notes from the Employment Law Seminar (continued)
Labour Minister Margaret Wilson has continued her daily seminar on the Employment
Relations Bill during Question Time with the long suffering, slightly wan humour of a
parent who has refused her children any dessert until they've eaten up their greens.
The obstinate refusal of Opposition MPs to interpret the Bill as the Minister alone
understands it is straining her contrived good humour. As she sees it, it's her Bill, and
therefore her reading of it is definitive. Members who persist in the folly of believing that
it means what it says are being thoroughly irksome.
The trouble all goes back to the Minister's insistence that no-one will be required by the
Bill to change their employment status unless they wish to. This sounds very clear - and
the Greens (on whom the Government relies) have been counting on the assurance. The
only problem is that the Bill says the opposite.
Upton-on-line can now report a major break through in this apparently unsolveable
riddle. The Minister's assurance applies not in the real world but in some sort of
metaphysical universe that can only be reached through her particular mind as it is
applied to the Bill.
Readers will recall last week's focus on clause 154 which the Minister had pretended was
there to enable people to determine their employment status just in case they were feeling
a little doubtful about it. (See upton-on-line, May 11 ). Persistent questioning flushed out
the fact that the clause is really there to allow unions and bureaucrats to seek declarations
whether or not groups of people are in doubt and whether or not they want to change their
status.
The correct formulation is that even if a group of (two or more) people are ecstatically
happy with their employment status and they've recorded that status as they believe it and
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want it to be, people whom they've never heard of and never wish to hear from are
entitled to challenge that status and, if they can persuade the court, have it changed!
But still the Minister insists no-one can be made to change their status. At least, not in the
parallel universe in which the Minister exists. That's because, you see, employment
status is not a subjectively determined matter which the parties to an arrangement are best
placed to describe. Rather, it's an objective matter that only a truly right-seeing
individual (like the Minister) can divine.
While the Minister is, by all accounts, the only person who has a fully objective
understanding of these matters, she has graciously condescended to provide judges with
guidance in clause 6 of the Bill so that they too will be able to assist people come to
understand the error of their (subjective) understandings of their own positions.
(Upton-on-line didn't attend the Minister's honours seminar in advanced sophistry at law
school, but he's sure there is some very tricky Kantian metaphysics going on here).
Clause 6, (for those poor muddled people who need the Minister and her law to reveal
their true status to themselves) reads as follows:
6
(1)
(a)

(b)
(i)
(ii)
(2)
B), (a)

Meaning of Employee
In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires, employee means any person of any age employed by an employer to do any work for hire or
reward under a contract of service; and
includes a homeworker; or
a person intending to work.
In deciding whether a person (person A) is employed by another person (person

a primary consideration is the extent to which the work that person
A does under the agreement, contract, or arrangement and how and when person
A does the work is (i)
subject to the control and direction of person B; or
(ii)
integrated into person B's business or affairs; or
(iii)
both; and
(b)
the Court or the Authority (as the case may be) must, among the
other matters that the Court or Authority takes into account, give less
weight to anything in an agreement, contract, or arrangement that, expressly
or by implication, (i)
describes person A as a contractor or independent contractor; or
(ii)
describes the agreement, contract or arrangement as an agreement, contract or
arrangement for services; or
(iii)
provides that the relationship between person A and person B is not that of
employee and employer.
As sharp-eyed readers will note, clause 6(2 )(b) makes it clear that in the Minister's
parallel universe people mean the opposite of what they say. If people believe
themselves to be independent contractors and say so in writing, that is deemed to be
evidence that they are suffering from some deluded false consciousness. Upton-on-line is
at a loss to know why the Minister didn't have a sub-paragraph (c) that deemed the failure
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to mention that someone is an independent contractor to be evidence that they are likely
to be just that ...
Upton-on-line has been asking cosmologists whether any wormholes or superstrings have
been identified that give access to this alternative universe. None seems to have been.
But help may come from an unexpected comer. Murray McCully has informed uptonon-line that Wilson, unaccountably, gave him an 'A' for his Advanced Industrial Law
paper. While McCully suspects the Minister was having an off-day, it may just be that he
made it to her universe and back without realising it. The Opposition is urgently
arranging a s ance to see if he can once again conjure up the magic and break through to
the other side. We will report in the next issue.
In the meantime, back in this universe, other realities have reared their head. Lockwood
Smith asked the Minister whether "[the] claim made on TV3 News by Mike Jackson of
the National Distribution Union that the Employment Relations Bill will be used to take
utu [was] consistent with the principle of good faith the Minister claims underpins her
bill?" The Minister smiled enigmatically across the vast distance that separates her
universe from ours. "I have no knowledge of that statement," she said.
It's just as well elections are conducted in this universe. Electoral utu by enraged
independent contractors may yet restore sanity.
Footnote: Word collectors will be charmed to know that the ancient Greeks had a word
for arguments that claimed (as Margaret Wilson does in Clause 6(2)(b)) that black is
white. It's paryponoion. Thus, we may accurately say the Minister is suffering from
paryponoia. Upton-on-line suspects readers will have more familiar anglo-saxon terms in
mind.
From the Plains of the Serengeti
Animal behaviour experts visiting the Valley this week have made an exciting new
discovery. It is nothing less than a new life form, never previously described.
Observers of the valley will be aware of the basic predator-prey relationships that exist
between the Clark/Anderton herbivores and the Shipley/Prebble carnivores. And as we
have previously reported, the Greens have a tribal linkage with the main herd while
Winston Peters' small pack plays a useful scavenging role feasting on the scandal-rich
manure that the big herds leave in their wake.
Scavenging ecology was, until recently, believed to be a relatively simple opportunistic
activity. That was until behaviourists noticed some strange new herd dynamics.
Working on the basis that nothing about the Member for Tauranga is ever quite as simple
as it seems, researchers discovered that the arch-scavenger is secretly working to support
the herd whenever the Greens' strict dietary code leaves them out on a limb - which is
happening more and more frequently.
As herbivores of a particularly pure strain, the Greens have wisely come to the
conclusion that there is nothing to be gained by inter-breeding with the Labour herd as
the Alliance has. All Jim Anderton has to show for his cross-breeding programme is a
2% poll rating. Already Park Rangers are asking whether a future IVF (In-vote
fertilisation) programme may not be necessary to rescue the dwindling gene pool.
But as the Greens have distanced themselves on the Party Hopping Bill (despite its
Claytons provisions), and found to their dismay that they had been misled on the terms of
the Royal Commission into Genetic Engineering and the use of urgency to ram through
the tobacco excise increase, the Government has discovered to its delight that the
scavengers are invariably only too happy to tide the government through.
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This is, to the excitement of the scientists, the first time a parasite has been known to
develop symbiotic tendencies. The symbiosis seems to be selective, though. Winston
Peters' earnest support of the Government does not extend to certain Maori Labour MPs
such as John Tamihere. Never mind. With a minority of guaranteed herbivore votes, the
Government (having learnt from its predecessor) will jump into bed with anyone who can
deliver the proxies.
So a new dynamic is operating. Depending on the issue we have either a
Labour/Alliance/Green government or a Labour/Alliance/NZ First government. The
Government's special relationship with the Greens can be switched on and off at will.
The sordid, mercenary nature of this co-habitation has never troubled Mr Peters.
(Whoever said that the Darwinian struggle had a moral basis). But for the Greens this is
torture. To find that Winston Peters is, in the Government's mind, your alter ego is like
being forced to eat raw meat. How can they bring their tormentors to heel?
Upton-on-line has noticed that the Party Hopping Bill has, from being the Government's
most important legislative priority, slipped mysteriously down the order paper. Why?
After all, the Government has the votes to ram it through. NZ First knows a populist
issue when it sees one. It's standing ready to back the measure.
For an explanation we may need to look to the Greens. Perhaps they've been fingering
the weapon of mass destruction in their arsenal - not supporting the Budget. The Budget
this year is predicted to be like one of those mild volcanic eruptions that blanket the
Valley in rich vote-buying fertiliser. Getting it through with Green support will be
important to maintaining public confidence that the Greens will do the Government's
bidding when told.
That might just be put at risk if the Party Hopping Bill exposed, yet again, the new
symbiosis that can be switched on with NZ First if the Greens stand on their dignity. So
keeping it out of the House till after the annual fireworks display from Mt Cullen would
seem a prudent move.
How comfortable the herd must be as it beds down on the plains each night knowing that
it if it's under attack, the scavengers who once kept it out of office can be called up to
defend it at any time.
To subscribe - visit http://www.arcadia.co.nz <http://www.arcadia.co.nz>
or email adrienne.frew@parliament.govt.nz
Adrienne Frew
Executive Secretary to
Rt Hon Simon Upton
Phone 04 471 9704
Mobile 025 570 832
Fax 04 473 0469
Version Two
Suggested Best Practice
Note that this is suggested, not actual, and the wording is the authors, not Mr Upton s.
This intended as an example that list managers use to achieve the most with the list.

Welcome to Upton-on-line May 18th 2000

*******************************
In this Issue
- Notes from the Employment Law Seminar (continued)
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- From the Plains of the Serengeti

*******************************
Upton-on-the-Web:
Upton-online
NBR Artricles

www.arcadia.co.nz
www.arcadia.co.nz/ whatever the appropriate URL is.

Please forward this message to any of your friends who enjoy interesting commentary on
New Zealand's current affairs.

********************************
Notes from the Employment Law Seminar (continued)
Labour Minister Margaret Wilson has continued her daily seminar on the Employment
Relations Bill during Question Time with the long suffering, slightly wan humour of a
parent who has refused her children any dessert until they've eaten up their greens.
The obstinate refusal of Opposition MPs to interpret the Bill as the Minister alone
understands it is straining her contrived good humour. As she sees it, it's her Bill, and
therefore her reading of it is definitive. Members who persist in the folly of believing that
it means what it says are being thoroughly irksome.
The trouble all goes back to the Minister's insistence that no-one will be required by the
Bill to change their employment status unless they wish to. This sounds very clear - and
the Greens (on whom the Government relies) have been counting on the assurance. The
only problem is that the Bill says the opposite.
Upton-on-line can now report a major break through in this apparently unsolveable
riddle. The Minister's assurance applies not in the real world but in some sort of
metaphysical universe that can only be reached through her particular mind as it is
applied to the Bill.
Readers will recall last week's focus on clause 154 which the Minister had pretended was
there to enable people to determine their employment status just in case they were feeling
a little doubtful about it. (See upton-on-line, May 11 ). Persistent questioning flushed out
the fact that the clause is really there to allow unions and bureaucrats to seek declarations
whether or not groups of people are in doubt and whether or not they want to change their
status.
The correct formulation is that even if a group of (two or more) people are ecstatically
happy with their employment status and they've recorded that status as they believe it and
want it to be, people whom they've never heard of and never wish to hear from are
entitled to challenge that status and, if they can persuade the court, have it changed!
But still the Minister insists no-one can be made to change their status. At least, not in the
parallel universe in which the Minister exists. That's because, you see, employment
status is not a subjectively determined matter which the parties to an arrangement are best
placed to describe. Rather, it's an objective matter that only a truly right-seeing
individual (like the Minister) can divine.
While the Minister is, by all accounts, the only person who has a fully objective
understanding of these matters, she has graciously condescended to provide judges with
guidance in clause 6 of the Bill so that they too will be able to assist people come to
understand the error of their (subjective) understandings of their own positions.
(Upton-on-line didn't attend the Minister's honours seminar in advanced sophistry at law
school, but he's sure there is some very tricky Kantian metaphysics going on here).
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Clause 6, (for those poor muddled people who need the Minister and her law to reveal
their true status to themselves) reads as follows:
6
( 1)
(a)
(b)
(i)
(ii)
(2)
B), (a)

Meaning of Employee
In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires, employee means any person of any age employed by an employer to do any work for hire or
reward under a contract of service; and
includes a homeworker; or
a person intending to work.
In deciding whether a person (person A) is employed by another person (person

a primary consideration is the extent to which the work that person
A does under the agreement, contract, or arrangement and how and when person
A does the work is (i)
subject to the control and direction of person B; or
(ii)
integrated into person B's business or affairs; or
(iii)
both; and
(b)
the Court or the Authority (as the case may be) must, among the
other matters that the Court or Authority takes into account, give less
weight to anything in an agreement, contract, or arrangement that, expressly
or by implication, (i)
describes person A as a contractor or independent contractor; or
(ii)
describes the agreement, contract or arrangement as an agreement,
contract or arrangement for services; or
(iii)
provides that the relationship between person A and person B is not
that of employee and employer.
As sharp-eyed readers will note, clause 6(2)(b) makes it clear that in the Minister's
parallel universe people mean the opposite of what they say. If people believe
themselves to be independent contractors and say so in writing, that is deemed to be
evidence that they are suffering from some deluded false consciousness. Upton-on-line is
at a loss to know why the Minister didn't have a sub-paragraph (c) that deemed the failure
to mention that someone is an independent contractor to be evidence that they are likely
to be just that ...
Upton-on-line has been asking cosmologists whether any wormholes or superstrings have
been identified that give access to this alternative universe. None seems to have been.
But help may come from an unexpected comer. Murray McCully has informed uptonon-line that Wilson, unaccountably, gave him an 'A' for his Advanced Industrial Law
paper. While McCully suspects the Minister was having an off-day, it may just be that he
made it to her universe and back without realising it. The Opposition is urgently
arranging a s ance to see if he can once again conjure up the magic and break through to
the other side. We will report in the next issue.
In the meantime, back in this universe, other realities have reared their head. Lockwood
Smith asked the Minister whether "[the] claim made on TV3 News by Mike Jackson of
the National Distribution Union that the Employment Relations Bill will be used to take
utu [was] consistent with the principle of good faith the Minister claims underpins her
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bill?" The Minister smiled enigmatically across the vast distance that separates her
universe from ours. "I have no knowledge of that statement," she said.
It's just as well elections are conducted in this universe. Electoral utu by enraged
independent contractors may yet restore sanity.
Footnote: Word collectors will be charmed to know that the ancient Greeks had a word
for arguments that claimed (as Margaret Wilson does in Clause 6(2)(b)) that black is
white. It's paryponoion. Thus, we may accurately say the Minister is suffering from
paryponoia. Upton-on-line suspects readers will have more familiar anglo-saxon terms in
mind.

>From the Plains of the Serengeti
Animal behaviour experts visiting the Valley this week have made an exciting new
discovery. It is nothing less than a new life form, never previously described.
Observers of the valley will be aware of the basic predator-prey relationships that exist
between the Clark/Anderton herbivores and the Shipley/Prebble carnivores. And as we
have previously reported, the Greens have a tribal linkage with the main herd while
Winston Peters' small pack plays a useful scavenging role feasting on the scandal-rich
manure that the big herds leave in their wake.
Scavenging ecology was, until recently, believed to be a relatively simple opportunistic
activity. That was until behaviourists noticed some strange new herd dynamics.
Working on the basis that nothing about the Member for Tauranga is ever quite as simple
as it seems, researchers discovered that the arch-scavenger is secretly working to support
the herd whenever the Greens' strict dietary code leaves them out on a limb - which is
happening more and more frequently.
As herbivores of a particularly pure strain, the Greens have wisely come to the
conclusion that there is nothing to be gained by inter-breeding with the Labour herd as
the Alliance has. All Jim Anderton has to show for his cross-breeding programme is a
2% poll rating. Already Park Rangers are asking whether a future IVF (In-vote
fertilisation) programme may not be necessary to rescue the dwindling gene pool.
But as the Greens have distanced themselves on the Party Hopping Bill (despite its
Claytons provisions), and found to their dismay that they had been misled on the terms of
the Royal Commission into Genetic Engineering and the use of urgency to ram through
the tobacco excise increase, the Government has discovered to its delight that the
scavengers are invariably only too happy to tide the government through.
This is, to the excitement of the scientists, the first time a parasite has been known to
develop symbiotic tendencies. The symbiosis seems to be selective, though. Winston
Peters' earnest support of the Government does not extend to certain Maori Labour MPs
such as John Tamihere. Never mind. With a minority of guaranteed herbivore votes, the
Government (having learnt from its predecessor) will jump into bed with anyone who can
deliver the proxies.
So a new dynamic is operating. Depending on the issue we have either a
Labour/Alliance/Green government or a Labour/Alliance/NZ First government. The
Government's special relationship with the Greens can be switched on and off at will.
The sordid, mercenary nature of this co-habitation has never troubled Mr Peters.
(Whoever said that the Darwinian struggle had a moral basis). But for the Greens this is
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torture. To find that Winston Peters is, in the Government's mind, your alter ego is like
being forced to eat raw meat. How can they bring their tormentors to heel?
Upton-on-line has noticed that the Party Hopping Bill has, from being the Government's
most important legislative priority, slipped mysteriously down the order paper. Why?
After all, the Government has the votes to ram it through. NZ First knows a populist
issue when it sees one. It's standing ready to back the measure.
For an explanation we may need to look to the Greens. Perhaps they've been fingering
the weapon of mass destruction in their arsenal - not supporting the Budget. The Budget
this year is predicted to be like one of those mild volcanic eruptions that blanket the
Valley in rich vote-buying fertiliser. Getting it through with Green support will be
important to maintaining public confidence that the Greens will do the Government's
bidding when told.
That might just be put at risk if the Party Hopping Bill exposed, yet again, the new
symbiosis that can be switched on with NZ First if the Greens stand on their dignity. So
keeping it out of the House till after the annual fireworks display from Mt Cullen would
seem a prudent move.
How comfortable the herd must be as it beds down on the plains each night knowing that
it if it's under attack, the scavengers who once kept it out of office can be called up to
defend it at any time.
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Appendix Two
Appropriate Web Sites
The following are interesting ecampaign web sites. Please note that the selected sites
usually but not always act as a front end for ecampaigns that use email databases. There
are not, however, any sites suggest that the organisations have fully comprehended the
potential for long term behaviour modification, targeting individuals.
The best sites, because they have not entirely missed the point that the Internet is a
distinct medium, are the American Civil Liberties Union site and Al Gore s site. The
others have not understood that the Internet is a distinct medium, and as a consequence
do not fully utilise the medium.
Highly Recommended Sites
www.aclu.org
www.gore2000.org

American Civil Liberties Union
Al Gore 2000.

Other Relevant Sites
Not for Profit
Greenpeace use email inappropriately, bombarding supporters with meaningless
information, rather than targeting them with information that modifies their behaviour.
The ACLU mail-outs always request support on some initiative - usually in the form of
contacting politicians about a topical issue.
www.amnesty.org
Amnesty International
www.greenpeace.org
Greenpeace International
www.nra.org
National Rifle Association
www.naral.org
National Abortion and Reproductive Rights Action
League
www.kickbutt.org
Kick Butt (anti smoking)
www .smokers.org
Smokers Alliance
US Presidential Sites
Gore, for the self-proclaimed inventor of the Internet, does not have a particularly
sophisticated approach. Gores strengths are his email database mail outs. They are in
moderate language and not overtly political. Gore is coming very close to virtual flesh
pressing, as he writes in a style that encourages support. Further, they have the excellent
message at the bottom of each offering asking for the message to be forwarded on to
friends who might support Gore.
Bill Bradley and Steve Forbes also run ecampaigns that have some positive features.
Bradley s emails concentrate on positive spins on Bradley policies, especially campaign
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finance. Forbes has a technically sophisticated site, including the creation of e-Precincts,
but does not back this up with a strong email approach.
Special interest groups and soft money supporters of candidates have generally not used
the net to its full potential.
Al Gore For President
www.gore2000.com
www .algore2000.com
Al Gore for President
www.billbradley.com
Bill Bradley for President
www.e-dole2000.com
Elizabeth Dole for President
www.georgewbush.com
George W Bush for President
www.forbes2000.com
Steve Forbes for President
Australian Political Sites
Australia s political parties and movements are a little more savvy with their online
offerings than New Zealand's, although they are still someway from where they will be in
the future.
Despite sycophantic articles about Jeff Kennet s site, this was little more than solipsistic
exhibitionism, and a rather quirky form of exhibitionism to. The technical features were
very slick, but they did not address the real aim - long term behaviour modification to
create a loyal Liberal following. One must question whether potential swing voters would
have left the site with the intention of voting Liberal, and wishing to return.
The lamentable lack of email databases and individual communication suggest that
Jeff.com.au preached to the converted, rather than converted the swing voters. It should
also be noted that Jeff Kennet did not win.
www.jeff.com.au
Victorian ex-Liberal Party leader Jeff Kennet s site
www.alp.org.au
Australian Labor Party
www.republic.org.au
Republican Movement
www .liberal.org.au
Australian Liberal Party
www .monarchist.org.au
Monarchist site
www.www.ozemaiLcom.au/-npafed/
Federal National Party Site
New Zealand Political Sites
None of the political sites in New Zealand do a particularly good job at long term
behaviour modification. The principle reason for this is that the medium appears to have
been misunderstood, so there is no customisation to take into account individuals
preferences. This is backed up by a complete lack of understanding that the medium is an
opportunity to modify long-tenn behaviour, rather than behave as a political animal. This
may be viewed as preaching to the converted, and does not move swing or potential
swing voters.
www .act.org.nz
www .alliance.org.nz
www .national.org.nz
www.labour.org.nz
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British Political Sites
Note that the level of sophistication of the British political party s online offerings is low.
They have scarcely made the brochure ware stage.
www .libdems.org.uk
www.conservative.org.uk
www.labour.org.uk
www.snp.org.uk
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